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Jezik in kultura: primer kulinarike  
 
Namen tega magistrskega dela je analizirati problem prevajanja imen tradicionalnih 
slovenskih jedi v angleščino. Ker je turizem eden od glavnih virov prihodkov, bi morala biti 
tradicionalna hrana kot sestavni del kulturne dediščine Slovenije predstavljena na najboljši 
možen način. Po analizi obstoječih prevodnih metod, postopkov in pristopov k prevajanju so 
predstavljene najbolj ustrezne rešitve. Poleg tega delo vključuje tudi posebno poglavje z 
vrstami besedil, v katerih se pojavljajo imena tradicionalnih slovenskih jedi, kot tudi orodja za 
prevajanje, ki so dostopna v Sloveniji. Rezultati raziskave, v kateri je obdelano trinajst različnih 
avtentičnih jedi, kažejo, da so prevajalci večinoma nagnjeni k uporabi prevodne dvojice oz. 
kombinacije dveh različnih prevajalskih postopkov, namreč prenosa in opisa. Uporaba takšnih 
postopkov pri prevajanju omogoča takojšnjo prepoznavnost jedi kot tudi njeno razumevanje.    
 
Ključne besede: prevajalski postopki, kulinarična terminologija, kulturno-zaznamovane  
                              besede, turizem, slovenske tradicionalne jedi 
 
Abstract 
Language and Culture: The Case of Cookery 
 
The purpose of this MA thesis is to analyze the problem of translating the names for traditional 
Slovene dishes into English, due to the difference between two cultures. Since tourism is one 
of the main sources of income, traditional food, which is a part of the cultural heritage of 
Slovenia, should be presented in the best possible way. Having analyzed the existing 
translation methods, procedures and approaches, the effort was put into finding the most 
suitable solutions. Besides, there is a chapter dedicated to the texts where these names are 
likely to appear, as well as a chapter that presents the translation tools available for work 
involving Slovene and English. The results of the research, where thirteen different authentic 
dishes were investigated, show that the translators are mostly inclined to use a translation 
couplet - a combination of two different types of translation procedures, namely transfer and 
a descriptive equivalent. Joining these procedures together help with the immediate 
recognition and understanding of the dish in question.  
     
Key words: translation procedures, cookery terminology, culture-bound terms, tourism,  
                     traditional Slovene dishes    
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1.1 The Description of the Problem 
 
Food has always been a major part of everyone's life. It connects people on various occasions 
(birthdays, funerals, events of sadness or happiness). In the past, it served as a means of trade, 
and people are fighting over food even nowadays, because it is not available to every human 
being. Global population is still uncontrollably growing while natural resources suffer illegal 
exploitation and are not evenly distributed. Food riots, strikes and protests due to the rise in 
prices of some food seem to be a daily thing in many countries around the world.    
People travelled the world to find new sources of ingredients of dishes and are still travelling 
to experience new exotic tastes. The major role of food was to satisfy the needs of family 
members, and today it often gathers the family members around the table after a long day 
full of different duties they all had.  
Due to the preoccupied schedule and responsibilities engendered by modern life standards, it 
seems as though the nutrition habits and customs people have are very much changed 
nowadays. The fast-food snack bars are popping up from almost every corner, and small 
restaurants with foreign-culture cuisines are appearing every day, threatening the traditional 
part of Slovene cookery. There are so many Italian, Chinese, Mexican, Serbian, Thai, Indian, 
and Eastern-cuisine-type restaurants all over Slovenia and many people are overwhelmed by 
their offer.  
Even though Slovenia covers only 20,273 square kilometres and has a population of 2,084 
million people, its “cultural luxury” of authentic dishes is amazing. Despite the enormous 
growth of new food offers, traditional Slovene food does not seem to be neglected. On the 
contrary, its importance has been fully recognized, and in recent times the popularity of 
Slovene cuisine has been evident not only on the territory of Slovenia but also worldwide.  
In the 1980s, the Slovenians began a process of stressing the importance of their gastronomic 
heritage with the publication of many culinary books that had an important influence on 
eating habits and on modern cuisine. The awareness of the significance of their gastronomic 
national heritage led to the protection of many foods. 
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With the fact that as of June 2015, twenty-two Slovenian foods and dietary products are 
protected at the European level, and with Ana Roš having been named World Tourism 
Organization ambassador, Slovenian cuisine is being promoted and presented in the best light, 
not just in Europe but throughout the world. The food lovers’ societies are being established, 
Slovenian people participate in competitions for the best dish and food product, and there is 
the expansion of culinary events. 
In the year 2020, six restaurants in Slovenia were awarded Michelin stars. Previously 
mentioned cook Ana Roš became the first chef with two Michelin stars in the region. Another 
five restaurants were awarded one star each. It is important to note that as many as 52 
restaurants have also been awarded. Nine restaurants got awards for quality food at low 
prices, six restaurants for sustainability, and thirty-seven restaurants won the Plate Michelin, 
a mark of special status for using fresh ingredients and preparing meals carefully.   
Roš has been famous for years, having been named the World's Best Female Chef by the 
World's 50 Best Restaurants culinary portal in 2017 and a year later she made the Best Chef 
Awards list of 300 top chefs in the world alongside Chef Tomaž Kavčič. 
(http://www.sloveniatimes.com/chef-ana-ros-awarded-two-michelin-stars-five-restaurants-
get-one-each ). 
 ‘’The BBC’s Good Food project has announced its list of ‘top 10 destinations for foodies 2019’, 
with Ljubljana making an appearance at #3’’ (https://www.total-slovenia-
news.com/lifestyle/2903-slovenian-gastronomy-gets-a-boost-from-bbc-s-good-food). 
Moreover, International Institute of Gastronomy, Culture, Arts, and Tourism recently 
recognized Slovenia as a European Region of Gastronomy for 2021. 
(https://wanderinghelene.com/an-introduction-to-slovenian-cuisine/ ). These facts indicate 
the need for the perfect promotion of Slovene cuisine. 
Tourism has become a major source of income. Besides great natural resources, Slovenia 
offers a highly developed national cuisine. The ever-increasing number of people visiting 
Slovenia confirms the country’s enormous popularity. Gastronomy is one of the main reasons 
why people travel and want to visit new places. The vast majority of tourists visiting Slovenia 
use English for communication, and in order for Slovenia to present its cultural characteristics 
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to foreigners, it is of great importance to have suitable English translations for Slovene 
national cuisine terms.  
In Slovenia, tourism and the English language are very closely connected, and since culinary 
art is a significant part of tourism, the knowledge of cooking terminology in English is crucial 
for everybody working and being involved in this economic sector. Menus, gastronomic 
guidebooks, and tourist brochures should be equipped with sensible and correct translations 
of high quality.   
Still, the cultural and language differences between the Slovene and English nationalities seem 
somewhat irreconcilable. Divergent cultural heritage and historical backgrounds can 
contribute to conveying wrong and meaningless translations from one language into another. 
‘’No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as representing the same 
social reality. The worlds in which different societies live are distinct worlds, not merely the 
same world with different labels attached’’ (Kramsch 1998: 85). 
Kramsch also states that it is hard for two speakers of different languages to understand each 
other ‘’because they don’t share the same way of viewing and interpreting events’’ (ibid., p. 
13), this being the result of dissimilar origins, habits, history, environment, and traditions. 
Even people living within one country and sharing the same language and culture sometimes 
experience reality differently. 
This is sometimes the issue even within Slovenia, due to the fact that the country boasts 24 
distinct culinary regions (Bogataj 2016: 132). The regional variation in Slovenian food is vast 
and the same dishes are either prepared differently or there are two or more different names 
for the same dish.  
A translator has to have sufficient knowledge of both languages and cultures in order to 
understand the issues of false friends, collocations, and other potential difficulties. The 
problem of finding the best English translations of Slovene dishes typically occurs when there 
are no similar words for the same thing in both languages. When it comes to translating the 
Slovene dishes into English, the ingredients are likely to be easy to translate into English, but 
the name of the dish often gives the translator a headache.    
Next, problems arise also when lexical and referential gaps occur between (these) two 
cultures.  ‘’Lexical gaps occur when a lexical item is absent in one language even though its 
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meaning, i.e. the referent or concept, does exist in it’’ (Gabrovšek 1996: 25). For example, the 
English compound egg wash (a mixture of beaten eggs and milk or water brushed over pastry 
or dough before baking in order to give an attractive colour and shine to the surface) is 
untranslatable into Slovene as a two-word phrase, and therefore has to be explained, e.g. 
‘premaz z razžvrkljanim jajcem po vzhajanem testu’. There is really no lexical equivalent in 
Slovene, even though it is used on a daily basis in the kitchens of Slovene chefs and 
housewives.   
‘’By contrast, a referential gap occurs when a language has no referent (an object, a concept) 
that exists in another culture’’ (Gabrovšek 1996: 25). The Slovene dish mlinci can be only 
described in English as e.g. ‘dried flat crackers that are cooked in salty water and served as a 
side dish’, because there is no such dish in the English culinary tradition. The same line of 
thinking applies to the so-called zaseka (minced lard).  The same author (ibid.) adds that the 
referential gap demonstrates the difference between cultures and that ''gaps are today 
normally discussed under the heading of culture-bound vocabulary’’, where two different 
languages mirror how their speakers are familiar with the foreign world, i.e. culture. 
If we look at George Mikes’ observation ‘’On the Continent people have good food: In England 
people have good table manners’’ (O’Driscoll 1995: 184), we can understand that British 
people were not very obsessed with food and that Slovene and English attitudes to food differ. 
When observing the English-speaking territories, it seems as though the food habits of people 
living in those countries are either heavily influenced by foreign cookery or much inclined to  
fast-food products, whereas in Slovenia people attach great significance to locally produced 
food and nurture the authentic customs connected with food. 
The term farm-to-table is popular in describing Slovene cookery —dishes are made from 
locally produced seasonal ingredients following the traditional recipes. The scarcity of many 
cooking supplies in the past is the origin of some one-pot dishes when people tried to flavour 
and enrich their meals with the components they had. Reduced food supplies left no room for 
the disuse of any ingredient. One example of this state of affairs is that people in Slovenia 
used dried apple peel to make tea.  
The Slovenian cuisine, and those of Great Britain, the USA, and Australia, were all influenced 
by foreign countries. When we think of traditional English dishes, we are likely to come upon 
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names such as black pudding, Yorkshire pudding, shepherd's pie, toad in the hole, beef 
Wellington, haggis, scones, and, of course, full English breakfast and fish and chips.   
Next, the Americans will be often proud of the best hamburgers, cheeseburgers, hot dogs, 
apple pie, jerky, meatloaf, meatballs, macaroni and cheese, whereas Australians have their 
own versions of barbeque delicacies, and will often boast of Tim Tams (biscuits), meat pies, 
and other specialties.  The influence of neighbouring countries on the food of Slovenia can be 
felt practically everywhere, and it has made the Slovene cuisine even richer. 
There are many loanwords adopted from British and American English into Slovene referring 
to the terminology of cooking: bovla, brunch, grenivka (grapefruit), hamburger, cheeseburger, 
corn flakes, dresing, fast food, junk food, kečap (ketchup), mafin (muffin), popkorn, ramstek 
(rump steak), slow food, snack, worcesterska omaka, etc.   
All the facts that have been listed so far suggest the importance of the research of this topic. 
The essence of this thesis is to show how the traditional Slovene dishes have been rendered 
into English because it is only with good translations that we can present our culture and build 
a meaningful cross-cultural dialogue with foreigners. We will try to find the answers as to what 
are the best ways of translating the names of the traditional Slovene cookery specialties into 
English. 
 
1.2 The Aims and Purposes of the Study 
Because the ABC of Slovene tourism includes representing its culture and cultural heritage 
well especially in English, the purpose of this MA thesis is to show in what way adequate 
translations of Slovene traditional dishes into English are important for Slovene tourism and 
also for its representation in the world. Besides the terminology associated with tourism, we 
are going to research the existing translations in other contexts, such as literary texts. 
In the MA thesis we took on the following objectives: 
 to research the importance of translations of Slovene traditional dishes into English, 
 to research the existing translations, 
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 to research what kinds of translations are offered by different translation programs and 
dictionaries, 
 to research what methods are there for the relevant translations, 
 to research what we should be careful about when translating. 
 
 
1.3 Research Questions 
Our MA thesis will try to provide the answers to the following questions: 
 What kinds of translations of the names of Slovene traditional dishes can we find and 
how appropriate are they? 
 What are the ways and methods of translating these names into English? 
 What are the best acceptable translations and why? 
 What translations can we find in Slovene-English dictionaries and translation engines? 
















Chapter 2: Theoretical Part 
 
In this modern age, we are facing the constant need of cross-cultural translation that is 
apparently greater than ever before, because information is being shared globally and 
instantly at the same time. Today’s generations are so well-equipped with the technological 
devices and their 24/7 usage of social media is striking.  
Millennials have a tendency to post immediately everything that they are doing; they tag the 
places they visit and take photos of their meals. The descriptions of these posts are mostly 
written in English, meaning that they have to translate the names of the dishes, places, etc. in 
the language that is considered the sole lingua franca.  
The texts with such posts and tags that can be found on the Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc. 
are only some of the examples where the culture-bound terms connected with cookery can 
appear.  In order to bridge the cultural differences, it is of great importance to have (near-) 
perfect translations.   
In this part of our MA thesis, we are going to look at different kinds of texts with cooking 
terminology, and how to choose the suitable translation approach. Besides, we are going to 
examine the suggested norms for translating the culture-bound terms.   
 
2.1 Texts with Cookery Elements 
Before encountering different problems that occur when translating cooking terms, it is useful 
for us to look at a variety of texts where cooking terminology can be present. The role of these 
texts is mostly informative or persuasive. Cookbooks are the first type of collection of texts 
with cooking terminology that we can think of. Overall, translating recipes seems less 
complicated than translating the names of dishes that can be found in a literary text, i.e. in 
fiction.  
Then there are restaurant menus where the names of the dishes they offer are the must-have 
ingredient. Some restaurants have menus translated into two or more languages. An 
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encyclopaedia and a tourist brochure are other sources where the names of dishes and 
cooking terms can be found. A restaurant review and a traveling journal can be also included 
under the category of the text with cooking terms. 
Translators may encounter different translation problems: pragmatic, cultural, linguistic and 
text-specific translation problems, as Nord states in ‘From the “Protective Workshop” to 
Professional Reality: Grading the Difficulty of Translation Tasks’ (2011: 9-27). Nord defines 
pragmatic translation problems as the most important ones and claims that they occur in 
every translation task and arise from a particular transfer situation. She argues that ‘’both the 
source and the target texts are determined by the communicative situation in which they 
serve to convey the message’’ (ibid., p. 8).  
When we look at the translation of the menus as a kind of a written communication between 
the sender and the receiver, we can notice that here the communication can become better 
with the assistance of the waiter provided that that person speaks the target language well.  
As to cultural translation problems, Nord explains that they appear due to the differences in 
norms and conventions between the source and the target cultures. Those translation 
problems are most common in translating texts with cooking terms, because they are full of 
culture-specific items. Food terms are very often connected to some national or regional 
cuisines. Translators have to deal with translations of the names of the ingredients that do not 
exist in the target culture, for example.  
 Linguistic translational problems are said to be caused by the structural differences between 
the source and the target language systems, while text-specific translation problems appear 
from specific features of the source text (Nord 2011: 14). 
Translators need to consider thoroughly the type and the purpose of the text they are dealing 
with. Besides, they have to have in mind the intended audience. When they accomplish this 







2.2 Translation Methods 
Throughout time, set translations for some of the names for traditional Slovene dishes 
appeared and their use became common. With that sort of translation, there are no generally 
correct or false solutions, but they are more or less appropriate.  
We should take notice of Newmark’s remark that ‘’all translation problems are finally 
problems of the target language’’ (1998: 35), meaning that we should be careful about the 
linguistic problems of the text and avoid looking for synonyms and try to find some other 
solutions that will result in appropriate translations. He also claims that ‘’food is for many the 
most sensitive and important expression of natural culture’’ (1998: 97). 
Before listing the types of translation methods, Newmark (1998: 45-49) states that translators 
have been wondering from the first century BC to the present times about whether to 
translate freely or literally. He also adds that at the beginning, many writers preferred free 
translations by which they would offer the readers an understanding of the matter, whereas 
later writers were generally more inclined to make as literal translations as possible.  
The following translation methods and contextual factors are based on Newmark (1998). 
1) Word-for-word translation is a method by which each word is translated literally, 
without any regard to the context. 
E.g. English word chutney is translated into Slovene as chutney or čatni. 
      2) A literal translation is a method in which – the same as in the first listed method – the 
attention to context is excluded, and each word is rendered by its closest equivalent in the 
target language.  
           For example, there is a literal translation of Slovene dessert often used as 
entertainment, viz. Over-Mura moving cake – prekmurska gibanica. 
3) Faithful translation. With this method, the translators try to stay as much as possible 
true to the original text, taking care of the accurate contextual meaning.  
E.g. English shepard’s pie translated into Slovene as pastirska pita. 
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      4) Semantic translation. This method is very similar to the previous method, the only 
difference being that it concerns the aesthetic value of the translation.  
         E.g. English gerund preserving translated into Slovene by the so-called glagolnik (a verbal 
noun), i.e. vlaganje. 
      5) Adaptation is a translational method used mostly for translating plays and poetry, 
where the translator literally translates the text, which is then rewritten by a poet or dramatist 
in the target language.  
          For instance, the English word Sundae for an ice cream dessert is translated into Slovene 
as sladoledna kupa, because it resembles the cone shape. The cone in Slovene is stožec, and 






      6) Free translation produces translations that are not very close to the original text.  
        E.g. The Slovene dish žganci translated into English as spoonbread.  
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      7) Idiomatic translation. This method often provides the message of the original text, but 
also adds some parts which cannot be found there. 
       For example, the English idiom a piece of cake is translated into Slovene as mala malica. 
      8) Communicative translation is a method by which the text in the source language is 
translated into the target language by supplying the readership with the very precise meaning 
of the original text with regard to the language and content.  
      E.g. The sign No smoking has a translation into Slovene, kajenje prepovedano. 
Next, Newmark singles out semantic and communicative methods as being the only two 
methods that fulfil the expectations of a good accurate translation. He advises translators to 
pay attention to the equivalent effect and, when translating, to try to provide the exact 
contextual meaning of the original word. Both context and language should be 
comprehensible and acceptable to a reader.  
There is again the notion of a gap between two languages. Newmark (1988: 94) defines 
''culture as the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a 
particular language as its means of expression.'' If the word denotes a universal thing common 
to all languages, then there is no reason for translation problems to occur. On the contrary, 
when the item is known only in the domain of the source language culture, there is a 
translation problem because of the presence of a cultural gap between the source language 
and the target language.    
Food terms are one of the component parts of material culture words, and many different 
translation procedures can be applied in translating the names of food into a foreign language. 
It is recommended that these terms are transferred but not naturalized, meaning that the 
translator should not adapt SL food terms to the pronunciation and morphology of the target 
language. For instance, the Slovene culture-specific term potica should be encoded into 
English as potica and not potitsa. 
It is of the greatest importance to take care of the contextual factors such as ‘’(1) purpose of 
the text, (2) motivation and cultural, technical and linguistic level of readership, (3) 
Importance of referent in SL text, 4) setting (does recognised translation exist?), (5) recency 
of word/referent, and (6) future of referent’’ (ibid., p. 103).  
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When writing about loanwords, Urbančič (1987: 69) states that many translators who 
translate from Serbo-Croatian1 into Slovene (which are very similar languages) often due to 
recklessness and to being in a hurry do not pay attention to the contents and translate some 
words incorrectly. Thus, translation problems occur when translating even within a closely 
related family of languages. But in our MA thesis, we are most interested in encoding into 
English the names of traditional Slovene dishes which are said to be culture-bound terms. 
 
2.3 Translation Procedures 
Translation methods refer to the translation of whole texts, while translation procedures 
relate to the translation of parts of a text, such as sentences and words. 
Newmark prefers the translation to be as natural as possible. The translation procedures he 
lists include the following ones of which only few could be applied to the translation of 
traditional Slovene cookery (1988: 103): 
(1) Transfer or transference is a procedure by which cultural terms are transferred 
into the target language. A good example is the English word muffin which can be 
translated, or rather rendered, into Slovene as either mafin or muffin. 
Nevertheless, the form muffin is almost six times less frequent than the form 
mafin (148: 611) (http://www.gigafida.net/Concordance/Search?q=mafin). 
(2) A cultural equivalent is an approximate translation which is not used very often 
in the translation process due to its incorrectness. For example, the word noodles 
(‘rezanci’) can be translated into Slovene as testenina (for which English uses 
pasta). 
(3) Naturalization represents a translation procedure by which a word in the source 
language is adjusted to normal pronunciation, spelling and morphology of the 
target language. An example of naturalization is the name of the famous Russian 
soup where the conversion of the different alphabets is present: Борщ– Borsch.   
(4) Functional equivalent. This common result in translation process, applied to 
cultural words, requires the use of a culture-free word, sometimes with a new 
                                                          
1 What used to be a single Serbo-Croatian/ Croato-Serbian language makes two separate official languages 
(Serbian and Croatian) nowadays. 
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specific term; it, therefore, neutralizes or generalizes the source-language word. 
For example, English pigs in blankets is translated into Slovene as hrenovke v 
testu.  
(5)  Descriptive equivalent (or explanatory equivalent). This type of equivalent tries 
to describe the meaning or function of the source-language word. This procedure 
is applied because the source-language word is closely related to the distinctive 
culture of the source language and the use of cultural equivalents is deemed 
unable to provide the desired degree of accuracy. For instance, Slovene zaseka is 
translated into English as minced lard.  
(6) Synonymy is a translation procedure which is applied where there is no clear one-
to-one equivalent, and the word is not important in the text, in particular in the 
case of adjectives or adverbs of quality (which in principle are outside grammar 
and less important than other components of a sentence). E.g. we can translate 
Slovene pogača as bread, a kind of bread, or homemade bread. 
(7) A literal translation is a procedure which the author suggests avoiding, because 
the translators translate a text from a source language into a target language 
word-for-word. We cannot claim that this procedure is always incorrect, but 
when it comes to translating culture-bound terms, a literal translation does not 
allow for preserving differences in culture and background knowledge between 
the users of the SL and the TL audience.  
If we used a literal translation procedure to translate the English dish pigs in the 
blanket into Slovene, we would get the translation of prašiči v odeji, which can be 
used jokingly and is not preferable in situations, i.e. contexts, where the audience 
is not familiar with the cultures and languages involved. Spanish Perrito caliente 
is also a good example of a literal translation of English hot dog. In this case, a 
person who is not recognizing the comical side hiding behind this translation 
would think that the dish is made of dog’s meat.   
(8) Label is only a temporary translation of some new expression and has to be put 
within quotation marks. For instance, fruit nashi (in English) would be translated 
into Slovene as hruške ’nashi’.  
(9) Componential analysis is used when a word in the source language has a 
significant value and therefore has to be translated by additional words in the 
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target language. Thus, Slovene kraški pršut has a translation into English as    
Prosciutto (appetizer+ cold meal).  
(10) Transition refers to changes in grammar structures; for example, in translation 
we change the singular form into the plural form. The English dish toad in the hole 
is translated into Slovene as jed iz klobas, ki so pečene v testu. 
(11) Couplet represents a procedure where more than one procedure is used in the 
translating process. As an example of a couplet we refer to an English dessert, 
cake pops, which can be translated into Slovene by using two translation 
procedures, viz. transfer and a descriptive equivalent, e.g. Cake pops – kolački na 
palčkah.  
(12) Accepted standard translation is a translation of some institutional term, 
which has been officially or generally accepted. The famous French biscuits are 
translated into many languages as Petit Beurre or French Petit Beurre. 
(13) We use a paraphrase, gloss, notes, etc. to provide more information by adding 
notes (footnotes) that are not included in the text. If the Slovene name for the 
type of wine cviček appears in a text, it can be rendered when translated into 
English as cviček (red wine). 
 
Translation procedures are not all equally applicable in translating culinary terms. While 
some procedures are necessary, others should be rather avoided. Thus in the case of 
cookery, where geographical names can be part of the names of the traditional dishes, it 
is more than necessary to transfer the name from the Slovene (SL) to the English language 
(TL) to preserve the important cultural notion. Some dishes need naturalization to be 
applied, due to a different spelling; for instance, golaž becomes goulash in English. When 
the naturalization procedure is applied, the culture-specific terms are adapted to the TL 
(in the previous case, English) grammar, spelling and pronunciation.   
 
Of course, if there is an accepted standard translation for a culinary term, it should be 
used, for example Carniolan sausage for kranjska klobasa. A literal translation is an option 
in translation that often has to be avoided, because in some cases such a translation has 
a mocking effect, e.g. German dish Tote Ome literally translated into English as dead 
grandma (black pudding), or the delicious French dessert Éclair au Chocolat if translated 
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into English literally, which would produce chocolate lightning 
(https://travelforfoodhub.com/european-food-names-literally-translated-into-english/ 
).   
 
2.4 Translation Approaches 
There is no singular approach for translating the names of Slovene dishes into English that 
would be used by every translator. The approaches vary and the translators have to decide 
which one is the most suitable for a particular dish. The following approaches for translating 
traditional Slovene dishes into English are recognized as the most suitable by the language 
school Lingula (https://www.anglescina.org/prevod/slovenske-avtohtone-jedi/): 
1. To maintain the original name even in the source language, but to keep it in italics, 
especially if it is a part of a text, so that the readers will know that it is the name of a 
foreign dish. For instance, in the sentence He sat in a café and ate his baklava. it is 
indicated by italic type that the word baklava is of foreign origin. 
2. If it seems appropriate to us, we can keep the original name and add an explanation. 
E.g. Today’s menu: leteči žganci (fried chicken thighs). This approach should be used 
whenever we want the tourist to recognize the name of a traditional dish.  
3. We can only describe the name. E.g. We recommend barley and bean stew with 
smoked ham. (Implying the Slovene dish ričet). 
4. We can translate it with a translation equivalent or an explanatory equivalent in the 
target language. For example, Today’s specialty is ground meat pie (referring to burek). 
The last approach is a rather questionable one if the target culture does not have a 
synonymous expression, in which case it is hard to find a translation equivalent. In such cases, 
it is easier to provide a short description, i.e. to translate the item in question by using a proper 
explanatory equivalent.  
 The decision depends on the preferences of the translator. Certainly, we have to add that the 
choice of using a specific approach often depends on the context and text in which the name 
of the dish appears, and on the target audience. The target users and text types determine 
which approach is the best option for translators. The experts in the field concerning the 
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translation of traditional Slovene dishes often have different opinions (cf. 
https://www.anglescina.org/prevod/slovenske-avtohtone-jedi/).  
There is often a problem of finding a similar name in foreign languages for a traditional Slovene 
dish, in this case in English. It is very often suggested that the name of the dish should be left 
in the source language in italics, with the addition of an explanation either in brackets or in a 
footnote. For some readers, the explanation given in a footnote is somewhat distracting, 
whereas some readers like additional information. When an explanation is given in brackets, 






The following chapter will focus also on the selection of the appropriate translation approach. 
 
2.5 Translation Accessories  
Modern and traditional translation accessories are terminological collections (dictionaries of 
technical terms), encyclopaedias, glossaries, and mono- or bilingual dictionaries. It is very 
helpful to know that there are many dictionaries and encyclopaedias available online.  
Standard dictionaries include the names of groceries, drinks, and the names of kitchen utensils 
and cookery procedures, which are very useful for translators who repeatedly translate 
cookery texts and recipes. However, some bilingual dictionaries do not incorporate the names 
of traditional Slovene dishes.  
In eleven Slovene-English dictionaries, we looked for the names of the traditional Slovene 
dishes and their translations into English. To make this easier, we limited our research to 
gibanica, štruklji/štrukelj, žganci, potica, klobasa, and žlikrof/i, that is, we looked for the basic 
noun form of the dish, without its adjectival element (prekmurska, idrijski, kranjska…).  
The findings are shown in the following table: 
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NOTE: PONS dictionary provides an additional bit of information on prekmurska gibanica: 
           Country & People 
Prekmurska gibanica is a traditional layer cake from the Prekmurje region. It has layers of filo 
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sheet of pastry 
spread with a rich 
filling and rolled up  
orehova (rozinova) 
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potica, cake, baked 
from raised dough 
with walnuts, raisin 












   
Table 1. Names of traditional Slovene dishes and their translations in Slovene-English 
dictionaries 
  
As we can see, six out of the eleven bilingual dictionaries provide translations for almost all 
words. For prekmurska gibanica a descriptive equivalent or a translation equivalent is mostly 
used. The same is observed in štruklji, except that in one case the name is naturalized to 
struklji. To translate žganci the translators used naturalization or a translation equivalent, and 
sometimes suggested both options as acceptable.  
In translating potica, transfer and descriptive equivalent were combined as translation 
procedures. For kranjska klobasa, the couplet translation procedure (set translation plus 
descriptive equivalent) was used, and for žlikrofi there is only one translation supplied; to 
translate it the translator used the couplet translation procedure (transfer and descriptive 
equivalent).  
In Slovenia, there are some specialized dictionaries with cookery content, or better to say 
cooking terminology. In The Historical Dictionary of Slovenia (Plut-Pregelj and Rogel 2007: 160-
61), the authors explain the terms for some of the dishes by using set phrases where it seemed 
possible, or by leaving their names in Slovene with thorough explanations for readers to know 
exactly what they are. For example, Plut-Pregelj and Rogel describe Slovene soups like this: 
‘’Over 100 different soups, including Piran fish and chicken or veal stew, are known among 
Slovenes and are served as a main course. Clear beef or chicken broth with thin noodles can 
be found everywhere. Popular regional soups include Primorska jota (beans and sauerkraut), 
Trenta šara (dried mutton and vegetables), and Štajerska kisla juha (pigs’ knuckles and head 
with vegetables and sour cream).’’ (2007: 162) 
Next, Gostinski slovar s slovenskim, nemškim, francoskim in angleškim poimenovanjem besed 
(Frelih 2010) does not include many names of traditional Slovene dishes, although the author 
gives the names for many cooking terms. The first dish peculiar to Slovenia is represented in 
this dictionary as follows (2010: 15):  
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slovenščina               nemščina                    francoščina                                              angleščina 
ajdovi žganci             Heidensterze             jgantsi de farine de blé sarrasin           buckwheat mush 
The number of online translators and translation tools is enormous, for example computer 
data storage for translation – translation memory, corpus, terminology base, Trados, MemoQ 
and Wordfast, and many others.  
There are also a few bilingual electronic dictionaries for Slovene and English, for example, 
Pons, as well as internet translations for many languages, among which the best-known is 
Google Translate. However, if we wish to find the translation of the name of a traditional 
Slovene dish, the offered translation is not always reliable one.  
Here are some examples of the translations for the traditional Slovene dish of ajdovi žganci: 
Pons offers the translation buckwheat žganci, whereas Google Translate provides buckwheat 
porridge. The Bing Microsoft mistranslates it as buckwheat spirits2. However, the word žganci 
alone translates as mush.  
The same translator, Bing Microsoft, translates štruklji as dumplings. For Slovene štruklji 
Google Translate has no translation available, while if we enter štruklji in the Pons electronic 
online dictionary, we get the following result: 
‘’sirovi/ajdovi štrúklji                 cottage cheese/buckwheat struklji [ali rolled dumplings]’’ 
(Source:https://sl.pons.com/prevod/sloven%C5%A1%C4%8Dinaangle%C5%A1%C4%8Dina/%C5%A1truklji?bidir
=1) 
It is interesting that there are few totally incorrect translations concerning cooking 
terminology; for instance, if we wish to find the English translation of the name of the Slovene 
dish mlinci, Google Translate offers the erroneous grinders. This is due to the fact that the 
form mlinci is similar to the diminutive form mlinček, which corresponds to grinder in English.  
Still, there is in existence also a Slovene-English dictionary of tourist terminology, which is 
available to everyone on the specialized portal of Termania, but it offers good translations for 
                                                          
2 The reason for this translation is the resemblance between žganci and žganje, and also the fact that 
buckwheat spirits is a popular alcoholic drink in the TL culture. 
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only few traditional Slovene dishes. The following lines are taken from that previously 
mentioned web page: 
‘’Prekmurska gibanica’’ is translated as ‘’the Prekmurje cake’’ and ‘’Bleška kremšnita’’ as 
‘’the Bled cream cake’’. 
Source: Slovensko-angleški glosar izbranih zemljepisnih imen by Sandra Klemenčič.  
‘’Makova potica’’ is translated as ‘’poppy seed strudel’’ by another source: Presisov večjezični 
slovar - Amebis. 
It is not wrong to use a more general equivalent like in this case, where gibanica is translated 
as cake if the translation is used on occasions that are more general, for example to explain 
that this dish is a dessert. Nevertheless, if this dish is being sold, meaning that the name of the 
dish is a product name, then its transfer into the target language is more than welcome.   
We can note that the online dictionaries referred to above are not always reliable sources for 
translation. Some of the existing online translators and translation tools (e.g. Google 
Translate, Bing Microsoft) do not translate the names of the traditional Slovene dishes into 
English. Overall, several translation results are either wrong (as in the case of mlinci), not 
suitable (for example, Bing translator offers the translation for bujta repa as broth tail), or 
absent.  
 
2.6 Cooking Terms as Culture-bound Terms 
We often forget that translating the names of dishes is a very complicated task because 
besides being familiar with cooking terminology and spending a lot of time patiently 
translating, a translator has to have sufficient knowledge of both language and gastronomy. If 
a translator is not sure about the name of animal or plant species, they should try to find its 
Latin name before translating it into the target language. In this way, the translator will not 
make a mistake, and for example substitute scampi for shrimp, or scampi for lobster.  
National dishes and traditional dishes of a country fall into the category of culture-bound 
terms. ‘’Culture-bound terms refer to concepts, institutions and personnel which are specific 
to the SL culture’’, explains Harvey (2000: 2), and suggests four techniques for translating 
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these terms: functional equivalence, word-for-word translation, borrowing, and descriptive 
translation technique. (ibid., pp. 2-6)  
Reynolds (2016: 39-40) explains the difference in translating for example the word house (a 
building meant for people to live in) in different foreign languages and translating the word 
scone. It seems that it is easy to find the first word in every bilingual dictionary because there 
are houses everywhere in the world and each language has a word for it. 
 On the other hand, the problem arises when we wish to translate the word scone (a small 
lightly sweetened cake usually eaten with tea) into different languages, because it is specific 
to English culture. Therefore, different languages do not have proper translations for this 
dessert. The translations found in some bilingual dictionaries have shown that it is usually 
translated by means of a descriptive equivalent.   
It takes time and effort to find an equivalent for a word that is not common in another culture. 
Reynolds (2016: 40) adds that it is the case with many terms that are specific to a certain 
culture to be taken over. Such terms are spaghetti, curry, moussaka, whiskey, etc. The easiest 
way is for the translator to take over an English word and explain its meaning in a brief in-text 
note, in parentheses, following the italicized name of the dish. The translators can also either 
use a footnote to explain the meaning of the word, or simply leave it the way it is, expecting 
the reader to understand it from the context.  
When explaining the meaning of a foreign word by using an in-text note, the translators have 
to make it short and concise. On the contrary, a footnote can be longer than an in-text note, 
providing a greater amount of information about a foreign word (e.g. the name of a dish). A 
reader can skim through an in-text note, shown in brackets after an unfamiliar word. The 
information is provided right away. The latter option, a footnote, is somewhat distracting for 
some readers, because it takes time to look at additional information at the bottom of the 
page, process it and get back to the text.     
Šumrada (2009: 85) mentions the term explicitation referring to a procedure by which a 
translator introduces additional information into the target text. This information was only 
present implicitly in the source text and evident from the given situation. However, when 
translating, it is not clear how much information should be added, or how explicit a translator 
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should be. She states that when a translator has an informative type of a text, it is not enough 
to translate it using the transfer procedure without added information.  
Further on, Šumrada explains that culture-bound terms fall under two different categories, 
viz. transcultural lexis and monocultural lexis. The first category refers to words such as 
polenta, which is used on an international level and known in a language such as English. We 
can find polenta in English dictionaries and cookery books (McIntosh 2013: 1181). This means 
that there is no necessity for further explanation. 
The latter category concerns words that are traditional within a certain culture and thus need 
to be translated by means of transfer alongside a description. A great example of such a word 
is Slovene dish žlikrofi.   
Many menus contain a photograph of a dish, which makes it easier for a translator, meaning 
that the added information is not needed. Nevertheless, sometimes, due to the limited 
number of pages for a certain publication, the explicitation is not possible. Šumrada (2009: 
87) points out that it is significant while translating the culture-bound terms to pay attention 
to the receiving audience and the purpose of the translation commissioned.  
It is interesting to note that in Slovenia research findings show that the quality of translation 
is not a criterion and does not affect the assessment of menus or restaurants during various 
competitions. In order to establish a thorough understanding of the translation and avoid 
ambiguity, most translators are inclined to be more explicit when translating culture-bound 
terms (ibid., p. 88).  
Šumrada (2009: 88-92) explains that the translation couplet represents the most explicit 
translation procedure since it brings together two different approaches (in the case of 
translating cooking terminology transfer and a cultural or functional equivalent) and besides 
providing additional information, it preserves the identity of the dish. The explicit translation 
encompasses a loanword with an explanation.  
The following eight translation procedures are ordered in such a way that the least suitable 
procedure comes at the end of the list: recognized translation, descriptive and functional 
equivalent, synonymy, direct translation, naturalization, transfer, cultural equivalent, and 
omission. Corpus analysis reveals that transfer together with a descriptive equivalent or 
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Chapter 3: The Empirical Part 
 
In the third part of our MA thesis, we are going to explain the criteria for selecting a particular 
dish for our analysis; then we will try to come to the best solutions for translating the names 
of the traditional Slovene dishes into English. We will take into consideration different 
contexts, function of the text in which these names appear and, of course, a specified target 
audience. 
 
3.1 The Names of Traditional Dishes Used in the Study 
Slovenia has a very rich cookery history and there are numerous traditional dishes which more 
or less differ in individual regions. For every region, there are locally significant dishes or 
varieties of the same dishes. When investigating the popularity of the dishes included in this 
analysis, we noticed that many Slovene residents from the capital city aged 30 to 45 were not 
familiar with some old dishes, for example, dishes such as gnjat, mežerli, or masounik, because 
those dishes are significant for other regions in Slovenia.   
Every immigrant who is starting a new life in Slovenia, integrating in its environment and 
attending a course in Slovene, besides learning the language also has to learn about Slovene 
culture. Thus, every immigrant learns about the traditional Slovene dishes and drinks (not just 
their names but about their preparation and the main ingredients). The dishes and other 
traditional products presented to the participants are briške češnje, prekmurska gibanica, 
ajdovi žganci, kraški pršut, belokranjska pogača, idrijski žlikrofi, cviček, kranjska klobasa, etc.  
Since it is the obligatory part in the educational programmes for foreigners in Slovenia, we 
assumed that every Slovene citizen is also familiar with the national gastronomy and that this 
information about Slovene traditional culinary is part of the general knowledge learnt at 
school. Of course, not every Slovene resident can be familiar with all traditional dishes, 
especially those highly localized.   
It was a quite demanding task to restrict the final list of traditional Slovene dishes to ten 
dishes, considering the above-mentioned great number of various dishes that have been 
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popular in Slovenia for centuries. Each culinary region in Slovenia has a minimum of five dishes 
that are dominant on that territory. 
Many fantastic dishes are very often only acclaimed and well-known by the locals, i.e. the 
inhabitants of a particular region, place, or a village. It happens very often that two dishes 
from two different regions have different names, but are similar if not the same dish. 
Sometimes the difference lies only in one ingredient that adds a final touch to it or gives it a 
special taste.  
 We decided to make a list of traditional Slovene dishes in such a way as to incorporate those 
dishes that are familiar to most people living in Slovenia. Thereby the first criterion was the 
popularity of dishes among the Slovene population. Slovene citizens living in all parts of 
Slovenia should recognize those dishes as a national heritage and part of the Slovene culture.  
The next major component that affected our decision was the offer in Slovene restaurants 
that nurture the traditional Slovene cuisine. Many Slovene restaurants, so-called gostilna, that 
promote traditional Slovene cuisine, regardless of their position and regional affiliation, 
include in their offer the following four dishes: (prekmurska) gibanica, (ajdovi) žganci, (idrijski) 
žlikrofi, (sirovi) štruklji.  
Besides, we set about investigating the restaurant’s representativeness, also researching the 
frequent presence of traditional dishes in the media, tourist web pages, brochures, and other 
means of attracting foreigners to visit Slovenia. Of much help was the fact that the Gazette of 
European Union includes twelve Slovene dietary ingredients which are licensed and protected. 
Kranjska klobasa has been recently added to this list. The so-called Protected Geographical 
Indication, meaning that at least one part of their production is tied to a particular 
geographical area, is associated with dishes such as zgornjosavinjski želodec, slovenski med, 
or prleška tünka. Then, there is also the Protected Designation of Origin that refers to those 
brands whose production is limited to Slovenia only (e.g. Sir Tolminc, piranska sol, oljčno olje 
Istra, etc.)  
The feature we were most interested in is Traditional Speciality Guaranteed, the European 
scheme of quality by which are protected the recipes or the way of production. The production 
of the dishes is not limited to a certain geographical area. It is important that people follow 
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the traditional recipe, the way of production and its appearance. These dishes are prekmurska 
gibanica, idrijski žlikrofi, slovenska potica, and belokranjska pogača.   
After studying the advertisements with traditional food offer for some time and noticing very 
frequent appearance of prleška tünka in them and its promotion, we decided to add this dish 
to our list even though it is not very popular and familiar to the younger generations. Pohorska 
omleta is a dish that is very often part of the fresh daily offer in Slovene supermarkets, which 
was the reason for us to include it on the list.  
When gathering all the data about what traditional dishes are the most popular and significant 
ones, we also conducted an informal oral survey and asked some foreigners living in the 
neighbouring Balkan countries about Slovene traditional dishes. Both foreigners and natives’ 
answers were identical. They all agreed that Slovene potica and kranjska klobasa are the first 
dishes that come to mind when thinking about Slovene cuisine. 
Nevertheless, many of the informants mentioned blejska kremna rezina as a dish that is 
significant for Slovenia; we decided to include it on our list, despite the fact that it is not a 
traditional old dish. Due to its popularity that is similar to the speciality from Bled Lake, the 
well-known trojanski krofi was also mentioned, a dish from the 20th century and with Austrian 
origins.   
The reason for adding matevž is its frequent preparation in domestic kitchens and apart from 
that, this dish is very common on the menus in schools and kindergartens today, the same as 
it was favoured in the past times. When it comes to our decision to put štajerska kisla juha 
and bujta repa on our list, the decisive reason was their connection to the customs in Slovenia, 
and our wish to have all kinds of dishes: savoury and sweet, main and side dishes.     
This, then, is the list of the dishes that are to be analysed in the MA thesis: 
1. Prekmurska gibanica 
2. Idrijski žlikrofi 
3. Prleška tünka 
4. Kranjska klobasa 
5. Belokranjska pogača 
6. Ajdovi žganci 
7. (Orehova) potica 
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8. (Sirovi) štruklji 
9. Pohorska omleta 
10. Štajerska kisla juha 
11. Blejska kremna rezina 
12. Matevž 
13. Bujta repa 
The reason for putting one half of the name for potica and štruklji in brackets is to denote that 
there are many versions of these dishes, which will be shown on the following pages. 
 
3.2. Analysis of the Translations of the Names of Traditional Slovene Dishes 
3.2.1. Prekmurska gibanica 
Almost everyone residing in Slovenia knows the direct and humorous translation for this 
dessert from Prekmurje, viz. Over-Mura moving cake, even though this translation is 
neither set nor acceptable. When we wish to simply denote that this dish is sweet, the 
more appropriate translation is Prekmurje cake, whereas some translators suggest also 
Prekmurian layer(ed) cake as a suitable translation. Except for this last translation, the use 
of the adjectival form of Prekmurje is disputable, because for foreign tourists it is certainly 
easier when the name of a region is given in the existing noun form.  
 The web page Green Hills, which presents ten traditional Slovene dishes, translates 
prekmurska gibanica as Prekmurian Layer Cake (https://greenhills.si/traditional-
slovenian-food/ ). There we can also learn that prekmurska gibanica “is also protected by 
the ‘Recognised trademark of traditional reputation’, so it can only be manufactured 
under this name after the original recipe”. Fric (2011: 204) offers another translation, viz. 
Prekmurje dough-pie. 
The authors of The Historical Dictionary of Slovenia include this dish and describe it in the 
following way: ‘’From Prekmurje and East Slovenia, delicious gibanica, a layered pastry 
(phyllo dough) filled with apples, nuts, raisins, and poppy seeds, is served for dessert’’ 
(Plut-Pregelj and Rogel 2007: 160). A similar description can be found if we search for 
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gibanica in the Tourist Terminology Dictionary or the Pons Online Dictionary, while Google 
Translate offers the translation of sweet dessert from Prekmurje.  
Bogataj in his Recipes from a Slovenian Kitchen (2013: 18) translates the name of this dish 
as Prekmurje Gibanica Pie, while Frelih (2010: 328) translates it as cake prekmurje fashion, 
and also for gibanica he uses the translation equivalent cake (ibid., p. 77). 
 On the menu of the restaurant in Ljubljana called Gujžina—Prekmurska gostilna that 
offers traditional dishes from the Prekmurje region, we can find the following translation 
for prekmurska gibanica:   
PREKMURSKA GIBANICA 
 Tradicionalna sladica iz Prekmurja z makom, orehi, skuta, jabolka  
 ‘’PREKMURSKA GIBANICA 
Traditional sweet dish from eastern Slovenia - dough for strudel with poppy seeds, 
walnuts, cottage cheese, apples’’ (https://www.prekmurska-gostilna.si/en/menu/).  
Here, we can note that the Slovene description lacks proper grammar (i.e. inflectional) 
features: ‘’…z makom, orehi, skuto, jabolki’’. Another restaurant in Ljubljana, famous for 
domestic food and traditional dishes, Gostilna Sokol, translates prekmurska gibanica as 
Home-made gibanica without any explanation added. By contrast, the restaurant of Hiša 
Figovec keeps for every dish the name in Slovene enclosed in quotation marks, but at the 
same time also provides a shorter encyclopaedic explanation of the dish in English and a 
longer one in Slovene. For example: 
Prekmurska gibanica  
This Prekmurje layer pastry is a real specialty among desserts, a Slovenian national 
culinary delicacy and a symbol with secured traditional features. Kodila prepares ours.  
''Prekmurska gibanica  
Prekmurska gibanica je posebnost med sladicami, uvrščamo jo med slovenske nacionalne 
kulinarične dobrote. Ponaša se z evropsko zaščito zajamčene tradicionalne posebnosti. Ta 
bogata prekmurska praznična in obredna jed je dobila ime po besedi güba in se je v 
pokrajini ob Muri uveljavljala že v zelo starih časih. Prekmurska gibanica je sestavljena iz 9 
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plasti testa in nadevov, jabolčnega, skutnega, makovega, orehovega in smetanovega ter 
maščobnega poliva''.  
We can notice that most restaurants use the transfer translation procedure together with 
an explicit description. When it comes to translations that we found in dictionaries, they 
tend to be concise and to provide short translations using the translation equivalents cake 
or pie or indicating that it is a dessert. The especially important fact is that in most cases, 
the name of this dish is left untranslated, which means that its identity is maintained.  
The simplest translation of prekmurska gibanica in English would be Prekmurje cake if the 
name of the dish were part of a literary text. If it is a part of a menu, then we could leave 
the name in Slovene with a longer explanation given in English, of course in brackets. For 
example: Prekmurska gibanica (layered pastry with poppy seeds, walnuts, apples, raisins, 
and cottage cheese filling from the Prekmurje region, Slovenia). If the name of this dish is 
translated for reasons of sale or promotion, its name should be as it is originally given in 
the source language.  
 
3.2.2 Idrijski žlikrofi 
This is the first Slovene dish that gained the European protection of guaranteed traditional 
peculiarity. Idrijski žlikrofi is often translated into English as Idrija dumplings or more 
descriptively as stuffed dumplings from Idrija. There are also other translations, such as 
potato žlikrofi Idrija style and dumplings Idrija fashion. Bogataj (2013: 67) suggests the 
translation Idrija potato pockets.  
In the Pons Online Dictionary, we came across yet another translation, potato žlikrofi 
Idrijan style (the potato filling is flavoured with cracklings, chives, onions and marjoram) 
(https://sl.pons.com/prevod/angle%C5%A1%C4%8Dinasloven%C5%A1%C4%8Dina/%C5
%BElikrofi), with the apparent use of couplet translation procedure (transfer plus 
description). However, the offered translation lacks the equivalent for žlikrofi.   
The Gostinski slovar s slovenskim, nemškim, francoskim in angleškim poimenovanjem 
besed (Frelih 2010: 104) offers the translation dumplings Idrija fashion, while in the same 
dictionary the word žlikrofi is rendered as meat dumplings (2010: 515). The same work 
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uses this English word, dumplings, to refer also to different dishes such as cmoki, žličniki, 
etc.    
The best policy, in this case, would be to leave the name in the source language with a 
detailed explanation in parentheses immediately following, e.g. Idrijski žlikrofi (ravioli with 
the potato filling, flavoured with cracklings, marjoram, chives, and onion), especially if the 
name of this dish is used on the menu of some restaurant or for tourist needs. In the 
restaurants with traditional Slovene food, the most frequently used translation for idrijski 
žlikrofi is Idrija dumplings, whereas Gostišče Draga from Begunje translates it as Idrija 
pockets: 
     Domači Idrijski žlikrofi z gobovo omako 
    Domestic Idrija pockets with mushroom sauce 
(https://www.gostisce-draga.si/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/jedilni-list-2019-gostisce-
draga_delovna_verzija.pdf ).  
The translators translating the name of this traditional Slovene dish into English tried to 
preserve its authenticity by keeping the name in the source language. Some translators 
used couplet translation procedure joining translation equivalent and transfer together.   
 
3.2.3 Prleška tünka  
Prleška tünka (meat from the lard barrel) is the translation we encounter on the official 
web pages for the promotion of Slovene traditional dishes Taste Slovenia and I Feel 
Slovenia. Both pages are meant for tourist needs.  
Since the second half of the 15th century, there have been written documents about this 
traditional dish. Its special way of preparation helps people preserve meat which they 
prepared for the entire next year (from autumn to summer). ‘’The name is connected to 
the way it is made, as high-quality pork meat pieces are topped (in a local dialect: 




The name of this traditional Slovene dish is the least recognizable and presents a puzzle 
for foreigners, even for those coming from the neighbouring countries and speaking the 
languages from the same group. That is why, in this case, it is the best solution to leave 
the name in Slovene with an added short explanation such as ''pork and minced bacon 
with lard''.  
In the case we found on the previously mentioned web pages, that is, Prleška tünka (meat 
from the lard barrel), it seems that the translators decided in the same way, i.e. to leave 
the name the same as it is in the source language (transfer procedure) and to add a simple 
explanation (descriptive equivalent). By choosing this option, the dish is recognizable and 
understood by the foreigners.   
 
3.2.4 Kranjska klobasa 
It is a dish that has roots going back to the 17th century. As of June 2015, twenty-two 
Slovenian foods and food products are protected at the European level 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slovenian_cuisine). In January 2015, Slovenia successfully 
entered kranjska klobasa into the register of Protected Geographical Indications (PGIs), 
despite objections made by Austria, Croatia, and Germany.  
‘’In Slovenia, small-scale farms relied on the family pig to feed them throughout the cold 
winter.’’ (Bogataj 2013: 7) This is how the author describes the traditional custom in 
Slovenia called koline (pig slaughter), which leads to the production of many meat dishes. 
Further on, he explains how different methods are applied in making these dishes so that 
the meat does not get rotten during the year.  
 One of the famous pork products is kranjska klobasa. It is also the most popular dish 
among typical Slovene dishes. There are various translations into English for this dish, such 
as Kranj sausage, sausage à la Kranj, kranjska sausage, sausage Kranj style, and Carniolan 
style sausage. Carniolan sausage is the translation that we encountered as the one that is 
used the most frequently. It is interesting that in Australia people have a special name for 
kranjska klobasa and that is Kransky.  
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Slovene pork sausage (Bogataj 2013: 80) is the translation that we can find in the books by 
Janez Bogataj. The adjective kranjska derives from the region of Carniola (Kranjska in 
Slovene, Krain in German), which used to be a duchy of the Austrian Empire. That is why 
the adjective Carniolan is a set one and accepted as standard in English for kranjski in 
Slovene. Kranjska klobasa does not have to be translated into English, but we can leave 
the name in its original Slovene form with an explanation such as spiced pork sausage.  
All restaurants that serve traditional Slovene food include kranjska klobasa in their daily 
offer. The translations of this traditional dish are either kranjska klobasa or Carniolan 
sausage (Gostilna Šestica) (http://www.sestica.si/en/our-offer/alacarte/ ), whereas Hiša 
Figovec again provides a story-like explanation:  
Kranjska klobasa with sauerkraut and buckwheat mush 
Kranjska klobasa is a semi-durable sausage made from the best meaty parts and bacon, 
seasoned with garlic water, salt and pepper, and smoked. As an interesting fact, let us 
add that the sausage, being divinely delicious, is also universally famous as it literally 
reached the stars in 2006 with Sunita Williams, an astronaut of Slovenian descent.  
Even though kranjska klobasa is the dish with the most numerous existing translations in 
English, the translation that is the most often used is Carniolan sausage. This translation 
is also suggested by the Pons Online Dictionary in an expanded form as Carniolan spiced 
pork sausage.   
There is also another kind of sausage popular with Slovenes; it is called krvavica. Here the 
translating process is easier, since in English they have the same dish, i.e. this kind of 
sausage, and call it either blood sausage or black (blood) pudding.  
 
3.2.5 Belokranjska pogača 
Bread has always taken a special place in the Slovene home. Our ancestors had a habit of 
welcoming a guest by offering them a piece of bread with a pinch of salt 
(http://natureta.si/clanki/slovenska-kuhinja-skozi-cas/). There are so many different kinds 
of bread in Slovenia that are significant for particular region or referring to some custom 
(e.g. a wedding gift as a symbol of happiness and health).  
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Belokranjska pogača is a protected traditional dish 
(https://www.visitdolenjska.eu/en/cuisine-and-wine.html). The origins of belokranjska 
pogača are not available, but Bogataj presumes that this traditional dish dates from the 
15th century (2007: 75). Belokranjska pogača is also one of the best-known autochthonous 
dishes. For that reason, it is recommended that the original Slovene name is kept in 
English, that is, we should not translate it but write it in italics and add an explanation such 
as ‘’flat and round bread from Bela Krajina’’.  
Again Bogataj (2007: 75) translates it as Bela Krajina Pogača. Frelih (2010: 294) does not 
translate it in full in his dictionary and only translates the word pogača as tart, cake. If the 
name of this dish were part of a text where it is not of great importance as far as the 
concept goes, we would rather provide a shorter explanation in a footnote, such as flat 
bread or flat cake. 
      The translators of this dish often try to preserve its identity by transferring the name into              
      English. Some translators use the synonymous word bread for it, with a short explanation.  
 
3.2.6 Ajdovi žganci 
Žganci is one of the simplest and most popular Slovenian foods. They are also considered 
a typical Slovenian farm dish. For this dish, which was very popular with Slovene peasants 
and is still served in the homes and restaurants all over Slovenia, there are in existence 
various translations into English. Both Slovenes and most English people are familiar with 
the main constituents of this dish, which makes it easier to translate it into English.  
Google Translate offers the translation of buckwheat porridge, while other translation 
programs suggest buckwheat spoonbread. Bogataj (2015: 130) offers another translation, 
buckwheat dumplings. It is not a bad idea to leave the name of this dish in the source 
language with a suitable explanation in the brackets if it listed as an offer on a restaurant 
menu. Frelih (2010: 15) translates it as buckwheat mush. 
The Gostilna Sokol restaurant includes in its offer ‘’Veal stew with buckwheat porridge - 
Telečja obara z ajdovimi žganci’’ (https://www.gostilna-sokol.com/main-course ). Next, 
the Hiša Figovec restaurant has the following translation with an explanation: 
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Ajdovi žganci  
Ajdovi “žganci” or buckwheat “žganci" is a well renowned [sic] traditional Slovenian dish, 
typical for the hinterland where buckwheat played an important role. There are various 
ways to prepare them: the Koroška region’s way, the štajerska way, and the gorenjska 
way. All agree that “žganci" needs to be mixed well, abundantly larded and so tender 
they shake in the bowl.  
The restaurant Planinka in Ljubno ob Savinji translates it as buckwheat mush and we 
noticed that on its menu there are translations into French, English, German, and Italian.  
(https://q.bstatic.com/data/bsuitewf/2dd3a6b4a29bc18ec4ed60f387a2ea30c90bbf0c.pd
f ) The reason for selecting this particular restaurant was curiosity.  We wanted to find out 
how tourist-friendly are the restaurants in other parts of Slovenia and how well are 
translated the names of the dishes on the menus in these restaurants compared to those 
in the capital city, where the majority of the tourists are located. It was very satisfying to 
discover that this randomly selected restaurant had its offer translated into four foreign 
languages.   
Since the name of the dish does not contain the regional (proper) name, it is perhaps 
proper to use the translation equivalent procedure. We can notice that the existing 
translations into English for this dish are similar, and the translators mostly use a 
translation equivalent (mush or porridge), while some simply transfer the word žganci.  
  
 3.2.7 (Orehova) potica  
Historical sources prove that potica is an original Slovene product that was first known 
under the different name of povitica. (http://natureta.si/clanki/slovenska-kuhinja-skozi-
cas/) According to the old documents, its name was first mentioned in 1575. Bogataj 
(2007: 34-39) states that it was baked in ‘’one of the oldest ritual shapes known: a circle 
with a hole in the centre’’ which was portrayed on some frescoes dating back to the Middle 
Ages. Among 170 traditional dishes he describes and represents with a full recipe in Taste 
Slovenia, potica is the one with the longest description. He explains the origin of the name 
of potica by referring to the way of making this treat. ‘’The meaning refers to its shape, as 
the expressions povitica and poviti refer to a roll or a rolling of a piece of dough …’’ (2007: 
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34). The author never translates it as a roll or rolled cake, but leaves its original name and 
translates into English only the part of the name that refers to its special stuffing. For 
example, orehova potica (walnut potica), pehtranova potica (tarragon potica), ocvirkovka 
or ocvirkova potica (potica with cracklings filling), and medena potica (honey potica).  
It is worth mentioning that the name potica is always given in italics. We believe that every 
person in Slovenia is familiar with potica, and that it may be the best-known traditional 
dish worldwide. It is a must-have meal on the dinner tables during Christmas and Easter 
holidays, and there are versions of this treat depending on the ingredients we use for the 
filling. There are more than 80 different types of fillings, among which tarragon (Slovene 
pehtran), walnut, cracknels (Slovene ocvirki) and poppy seeds are the most common.   
In The Historical Dictionary of Slovenia (Plut-Pregelj and Rogel 2007: 160), there is a quite 
encyclopaedic explanation of it: ''Known in many varieties, the bread potica is baked for 
family celebrations and religious holidays. For centuries, potica has been part of festive 
meals in homes of all Slovenians regardless of social status. Potica recipes can also be 
found in Austrian and German cookbooks with an explanation that it is a Slovene national 
leavened pastry with filling. Most commonly filled with ground walnuts, poticas are also 
made with other nuts, carob, poppy seeds, raisins, tarragon, and salty cracklings (ocvirkova 
potica)’’. Bogataj (2013: 112) mentions Poppy Potica.  
In his other great book, Bogataj gives an essay-like description of potica (Bogataj 2007: 
34). The internet translators offer solutions like Slovenian rolled cake, potica or sweet 
dessert made from rolled dough (usually) filled with walnut filling. The suitability of the 
translation depends on its usage. The translators should use the transfer translation 
procedure if the text in which this dish appears is used for promotional purposes. Here we 
can also either leave the name in Slovene in italics if it is part of a rather general text or 
add a longer explanation in brackets if it is a dish served in a restaurant or a part of a text 
in an encyclopaedia.  
Gostilna Sokol and many other restaurants which serve this dish do not offer a translation 
equivalent in the target language but retain the original name without any explanation. 
Frelih (2010: 318) translates it as potitza using the naturalization translation procedure, 
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while the same author translates makova potica as poppy seed cake, thus using the 
translation equivalent translation procedure (2010: 175).    
It should also be mentioned that most translators of this traditional dish into English have 
used transfer plus functional equivalent translation procedures, which is a great way of 
preserving its identity.   
 
3.2.8 (Sirovi) štruklji 
Štruklji is probably among the oldest Slovene dishes, considering the fact that one type of 
this speciality, pehtranovi štruklji, was first mentioned in an old cookbook published in 
Graz in 1589. At that time, many Slovenes lived there and the writer named them Slovene 
štruklji. Even today, they are prepared in numerous ways 
(http://natureta.si/clanki/slovenska-kuhinja-skozi-cas/). They can be eaten as an 
individual main dish or as a side dish. They can be prepared from different types of dough, 
baked or cooked, salty or sweet. The best known štruklji are made from cottage cheese, 
tarragon (Slovene pehtran), walnuts, apple or poppy seeds. 
 Štruklji has a number of different translations into English, including the following ones: 
cottage cheese rolled dumplings, cheese rolls, rolls with cottage cheese and cheese pies. 
The authors of The Historical Dictionary of Slovenia again give a thorough explanation: 
‘’Štruklji are made of stretched dough filled with sweet or savoury fillings — farmers 
cheese, nuts —and then rolled. Štruklji resembles strudel and can be baked or simmered 
(Plut-Pregelj and Rogel 2007: 161).''  
Bogataj (2015: 106-107) translates them as rolled dumplings or just dumplings (2007: 28). 
Further, when translating different types of this dish, he retains the name of the dish in 
Slovene and puts it in italics. The other part of the name, i.e. the part about its filling, or 
for what they are special, he translates into English: pehtranovi štruklji (tarragon štruklji), 
orehovi ajdovi štruklji (walnut buckwheat štruklji), jabolčni štruklji (apple štruklji), sirovi 
(skutni) štruklji (cottage cheese štruklji).   
Frelih (2010: 430) translates štruklji as cheese curd pies.  It would be good practice while 
translating to retain the name in Slovene in italics and to add an explanation such as 
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‘’rolled dumplings filled with cottage cheese’’, that is, to use both transfer and descriptive 
equivalent translation procedures. 
There are similar translations that can be found on the menus in restaurants with Slovene 
food, but most often the item is translated as štruklji - Cottage cheese rolls. The only 
exception is Hiša Figovec which provides a historical background of this dish: 
“Štruklji" is a very old dish. The oldest recipes were found in cook books in Graz in 1589, 
mentioning the estragon “štrukelj”. “Štruklji" has many different names in different areas: 
they’re called “vlečenka” in the Dolenjska region, in Prekmurje they are “preisne pogače”... 
Ours are made from strudel dough, filled with home-made curd, cream and spices. They 
are sautéed on butter and coated in honey breadcrumbs (https://figovec.si/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/FIGOVEC-cenik-zima-2020.pdf ).  
Gostilna Maribor has the following translation for its main dish: COTTAGE CHEESE 
‘’ŠTRUKLJI’’ traditional cottage cheese rolled dumplings with mushroom ragout = ‘SIROVI 
ŠTRUKLJI z gobovim ragujem’ (https://gostilnamaribor.si/jedilni-list/), while Gostilna 
Kodila in Markišavci that has a Canadian chef translates štruklji as cottage cheese strudel 
(http://www.kodila.si/assets/pdf/en-jedilnik.pdf). 
In the centre of the capital city of Slovenia there is a shop named Moji štruklji that sells 
various sorts of štruklji. The sign on the shop window says: ‘’More than 20 sorts of 
traditional and homemade štruklji’’, transferring the name of the dish into English, without 
any supplementary explanation. It seems as a good invitation for a tourist to enter the 
shop and try this speciality, emphasizing tradition and domestic preparation. Besides, not 
having provided any further information, it leaves a touch of intrigue for a foreign 
customer.  
 
       3.2.9 Pohorska omleta 
This dessert from the Pohorje region should have such a translation that would tell the 
foreigners that it is a savoury or sweet dish and what kind of dessert is it. Thus it would be 
just fine to leave the name in the source language and to add an explanation in English, 
for example Sweet omelette with cranberry filling from the Pohorje region, unless the 
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name of this dish were used in a literary text. In that case, a translator could omit its region 
of origin. Since it resembles a pancake or a sponge cake, one of these two could be used 
instead of omelette.  
We could not find the proper translation for this dish in any internet translator source. In 
Welcome to Slovenia culinary book (2011: 214), it is translated as Pohorje omelet.  
 
3.2.10 Štajerska kisla juha 
Soups in Slovenia do not have a long tradition, but nevertheless there are in existence 
today about one hundred different soups. In the past, stews and one-pot meals were more 
popular. Every cookery region in Slovenia boasts its own version of a one-pot dish. For 
example, every foreigner visiting Slovenia should try jota (bean and sauerkraut hotpot) or 
bograč or ričet (slow-braised pork and barley) (Bogataj 2013: 48), for example. 
Štajerska kisla juha is connected with the traditional practice named koline when all 
residents of one village would gather together in one household to help with the slaughter 
of a pig, which was then prepared further for other domestic products and shared with 
helpers. Bogataj (2013: 32) translates it as sour pork soup, adding that it is ‘’traditionally 
the final dish served at wedding reception meals, usually after midnight’’. 
We came upon the translation of Styrian sour broth which would be an excellent 
translation if it were a part of a text where the target audience was not interested in the 
ingredients of this dish. Still, if it is crucial for the target audience to know its components, 
then it would be a sensible decision to add a short explanation in brackets. The translation 
that would be more suitable as part of tourist information is štajerska kisla juha (a soup 
with pigs’ knuckles and head with vegetables and sour cream). 
Plut-Pregelj and Rogel (2007: 160) translate it as ‘’Štajerska kisla juha (pigs’ knuckles and 
head with vegetables and sour cream)’’, while Frelih (2010: 430) suggests translating 
štajerska smetanova juha as cream soup, štajerska fashion. We can note that translators 




3.2.11 Blejska kremna rezina  
Even though kremšnita is not a dish that has only Slovene origins, it is present in many 
Slavic and also German cookery books and restaurant offers; it is particularly respected in 
the Slovenian tourist town of Bled. There are many versions of the kremšnita dessert. In 
Milan, at the world exhibition of sweets in 2015, Blejska kremna rezina was placed among 
ten desserts from all over the world as the ‘’elite sweet’’ in fierce competition. Google 
Translate too offers its translation of this popular Slovenian dessert, viz. Bled cream cake.  
Frelih (2010: 148) translates kremna rezina and kremšnita as cream cake, cream-slice, 
millefeuilles. Since this dessert is mostly connected to the town of Bled, it is important to 
have its name in the translation of this dessert. Therefore, the translators use the transfer 
translation procedure along with the translation equivalent.   
Bloggers point out that there are restaurants in Slovenia that follow the traditional recipe 
and sell this cake, so that the visitors should keep an eye out for the yellow ‘Traditional 
Food Served’ logo to ensure that they are getting the real deal. 
 
3.2.12 Matevž 
Matevž is known to be a dish that has many names such as krompirjev mož (potato man), 
medved (bear), or belokranjski mož (Bela Krajina man). Still, the one that is most frequently 
used is matevž, which is a word derived from the Slovene proper name Matej (Matevž). It 
was popular in the 19th century among lower social classes as a main dish.  
This traditional Slovene side dish is translated on the Taste Atlas web page as Matevž 
(beans and potato puree), i.e. the translator decided to use the couplet translation 
procedure joining two procedures, transfer and functional equivalent. 
(https://www.tasteatlas.com/matevz).  The next translation, Matevž (pureed beans with 
cracklings), appears on Dolenjska web page (https://www.visitdolenjska.eu/en/matevz-
pured-beans-with-cracklings.html).  Fric (2011: 168) suggest the translation Matevz, thus 




       3.2.13 Bujta repa 
In the past, this traditional Slovene dish was popular in wintertime during the pig slaughter 
because its important ingredient is pork (head, skin, and neck cuts). The other ingredients 
are turnip, which has to be pickled, and millet. The dish was considered an economical 
dish. Its name consists of two words: the word bujta comes from the verb bujti, meaning 
‘to kill’ (because you have to kill a pig to cook this dish), and repa, corresponding to turnip.  
In the translations we tracked down the name was translated into English in such a way 
that the translators used transfer plus descriptive equivalent translation procedures 
together. Thus, the translation we discovered on the Taste Atlas webpage was Bujta repa 
(pickled turnip and millet mush), and the one on Wikipedia read Bujta repa (sour turnip 
hot pot or pork with pickled grated turnips).  














Chapter 4: Presentation and Discussion of Results 
 
4.1 Summary of the Analyzed Translations for Thirteen Traditional Dishes 
Many foreign blog writers write enthusiastically about Slovenian food. One of them, 
Wondering Helen, writes about traditional Slovene dishes and notices that the translation 
for ajdovi žganci offered by Google Translate as buckwheat porridge is ‘’a poor 
interpretation’’, and that she would opt for žganci. Meanwhile, she translates kranjska 
klobasa as Carniolan sausage, and uses transfer as a translation procedure to translate 
potica, matevž, štruklji and idrijski žlikrofi (https://wanderinghelene.com/an-introduction-
to-slovenian-cuisine/ ). 
She also suggests that people visiting Slovenia should take a guided food tour 3.5 hours 
long and experience the best of the offer, for example, a Ljubljanayum tour at a cost of 
about 50 euros. The Ljubljanayum tour is a food-and-drink guided walking tour, during 
which a local tourist guide introduces a tourist to traditional Slovene cuisine.  
Other travellers have translated ajdovi žganci as buckwheat žganci, belokranjska pogača 
as pogača from the Bela Krajina region, kranjska klobasa as Carniolan sausage, blejska 
kremna rezina as Bled cream cake, potica as nut roll, and idrijski žlikrofi as  Idrijski žlikrofi 
pasta (https://www.thereandbackagaintravel.com/slovenian-food/).  
After analyzing the existing translations for the names of thirteen traditional Slovene 
dishes, we have found out that there are many different translations for the name of any 
one dish. For example, for kranjska klobasa we found seven common translations, 
although this dish has a set translation, Carniolan sausage. Next, for the dishes which have 
geographical/regional characteristics in their names (blejska kremšnita, idrijski žlikrofi, 
pohorska omleta, štajerska kisla juha, prekmurska gibanica, belokranjska pogača), the 
translators tend to keep the regional name, so that they preserve the identity of those 
dishes. Of course, a short explanation of the dish is given in brackets.  Moreover, the name 
of the dish is written in italics in most cases. 
For the names such as prleška tünka, bujta repa, matevž, there are not many suggested 
translations, and they are mostly translated in such a way that the translators used 
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transfer plus functional equivalent translation procedure. It is mostly done since for 
instance, prleška tünka is a dish whose name remains a mystery even to people speaking 
closely related languages.   
Potica and štruklji are two dishes which could be translated with the use of different 
descriptive equivalents, but the translators usually try to preserve the identity of these 
dishes by leaving the names as they are in the source language, i.e. to transfer the name 
in the target language, thus ensuring the recognition of the dish.   
Preserving the authenticity of the dish is not enough for the foreigners, which is why 
translators tend to provide a suitable explanation in brackets. By doing that they make 
sure that the dish is understood by foreign visitors or other people interested in the 
Slovene culinary delights.  
.     
4.2 Surveys among the Students of the Faculty of Arts, English Department 
There were two surveys, or better to say two short questionnaires, completed by two 
groups of students with approximately the same proficiency level of knowledge of English 
and linguistics (attending a course in Contrastive Analysis of Slovene and English), about 
translating the names of traditional Slovene dishes. Their answers to both questionnaires 
were very similar. 
In the first questionnaire, conducted on May 13, 2019, they had to submit their 
translations for the following dishes: orehova potica, sirovi štruklji, kranjska klobasa, 
idrijski žlikrofi, and ajdovi žganci.  
For orehova potica eleven students out of seventeen provided translations such as walnut 
or nut roll; six wrote walnut cake, spiral or roll cake. The others translated the first part of 
the dish into English as walnut and left the second part in Slovene, potica. Two students 
put the word within quotation marks, one student added dessert in brackets, and only one 
student produced the translation of potica – a traditional Slovenian dessert with walnuts.  
For sirovi štruklji different solutions were given as well. Some students wrote (cottage) 
cheese roll(s), and some translated the first part of the dish into English while leaving the 
second part in Slovene. Two students left the space for translation empty, and some 
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suggested translations such as cheese pastry, cottage cheese dumplings, cheese curd 
dumplings, and boiled or cooked cheese wraps.  
The majority of the students provided the same translation for kranjska klobasa - Kranjska 
sausage, with three students suggesting Kranj sausage, and two sausage; finally, two 
students used the set translation Carniolan sausage.  
When it comes to translating idrijski žlikrofi, six students agreed on the translation of Idrija 
dumplings; one student suggested Idrian pockets, and the others left žlikrofi in Slovene 
with the addition of geographical/region facts, for instance, Idrija region žlikrofi, potato 
žlikrofi from Idrija, žlikrofi from Idrija, and similar solutions. Two students did not provide 
any translation for this dish. 
Most students translated ajdovi žganci as buckwheat žganci. Three students suggested 
buckwheat porridge, and the others translated it as buckwheat dish, buckwheat pasta, or 
buckwheat spoonbread.  
 
Again, we can see that the students did not have any trouble with translating the first part 
of the dish into English because both languages have those words in their languages 
(cheese, buckwheat, walnut, sausage), but when it comes to translating the second part 
of the dish (žganci, štruklji, žlikrofi, potica), the problem occurred due to difficulty of 
finding the equivalent in the other language, in this case, English. The region/place names 
for kranjska and idrijski did not seem to represent a translation difficulty. Three students 
noted that they would leave the name in Slovene if possible, and only add an explanation 
in English describing the dish. 







The name of the 
dish 






Orehova potica Walnut (roll/spiral) cake Translation 
equivalent 
6 
 (Wal)nut roll Transl. equivalent 5 
 Walnut potica Transl. 
eq.+transfer 
5 
 Potica-a traditional Slovenian 




Sirovi štruklji (Cottage) cheese štruklji Transl. 
eq.+transfer 
5 
 (cottage) cheese roll(s) Transl. eq. 5 
 Cottage/curd cheese dumplings Transl. eq. 2 
 Cooked/boiled cheese wraps Transl. eq. 2 
 Cheese pastry Transl. eq. 1 
  No translation 
offered  
2 
Kranjska klobasa Kranjska sausage Transfer+transl.eq. 9 
 Kranj sausage Transl. eq. 3 
 Carniolan sausage Set translation 2 
  sausage Transl. eq. 2 
 Kranjska region sausage  Transfer+transl.eq. 1 





 Idrija (potato) dumplings  Transfer+transl.eq. 6  
 Idrian pockets Transl. eq.  1 
  No translation 
offered 
2 
Ajdovi žganci Buckwheat žganci Transl.eq.+transfer 7 
  No translation 
offered 
3 
 A traditional Slovene pasta 
made from buckwheat 
Explanatory eq. 1 
 Buckwheat 
dish/paste/spoonbread/porridge 
Transl. eq. 6 
 
Table 2. Translations of the names of traditional Slovene dishes suggested by advanced 




Second, the results are also shown in the following chart: 
 
Chart 1. Results of the first questionnaire 
The second questionnaire, conducted on December 30, 2019, was somewhat different, in 
that the students were given the options for translating each dish.  
In the first task out of two, they had to decide which translation was the most suitable for 
kranjska klobasa out of seven suggested translations:  
1) Kranj sausage,  
2) sausage à la Kranj,  
3) Kranjska sausage,  
4) Sausage Kranj style,  
5) Carniolan sausage,  
6) Kransky,  
7) Kranjska klobasa (spiced pork sausage),  
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and the eighth option was for them to write their own translation if none of those 
suggested was acceptable.  
Twenty-one students completed this questionnaire. One student opted for the first 
translation, Kranj sausage; five students circled the fifth translation, Carniolan sausage; 
the others decided that the seventh option was the best (kranjska klobasa - spiced pork 
sausage). One student selected both the fifth and seventh options.      
 
Chart 2. Results of the second questionnaire for kranjska klobasa 
The second question was framed like this: If prekmurska gibanica appears as part of a text 
in a novel you are translating into English and is irrelevant to the readers’ understanding 
of the dish-related context, which of the following translation options would you choose 
(or suggest your own):  
1) Over-Mura moving cake,  
2) Prekmurje cake,   
3) Prekmurian layer(ed) cake,  
4) Prekmurska gibanica   
*footnote: layered pastry with poppy seeds, walnuts, apples, raisins, and cottage cheese 
fillings from Prekmurje region, Slovenia, 
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 5) a dessert, 
 6) ___________________?  
 
The fifth option was to refer to the dish simply as a dessert by not providing any real 
translation but giving general substitution in the form of a translation equivalent, whereas 
the sixth option was for the students to provide their own translation, if they were not 
satisfied with any of those provided.  
Eleven out of twenty-one students opted for the fourth option, i.e. they decided to leave 
the name of the dish in Slovene with a lengthy explanation given in a footnote. One 
student decided on the first translation, and one translated it as dessert. Four of them 
were satisfied with the third option (Prekmurian layered cake), whereas some of them 
could not decide and chose two answers, for example, the third and the fifth options, the 
third and the fourth, and the fourth and the fifth translations.  
 




Before completing the questionnaires, the students in both groups listened to the 
presentation on the issue of translating the names of traditional Slovene dishes into 
English in order to get familiar with the questions included in the surveys.  
 
When we look at the answers that we got in the first survey, we can see that most students 
tried to translate these dishes by finding TL equivalents for their names. However, we 
cannot neglect the fact that many students tried to preserve the identities of these 
traditional dishes by using the couplet translation procedure. 
In the second survey, where the students had to decide which translation was the most 
suitable for a particular dish, in both cases the majority of the students were inclined to 
select the couplet translation procedure, i.e. to use two different translational procedures 
together (e.g. transfer and descriptive equivalent; transfer and note). 
As we can see, for kranjska klobasa they selected the option kranjska klobasa (spiced pork 
sausage), and for prekmurska gibanica they chose prekmurska gibanica (*footnote: 
layered pastry with poppy seeds, walnuts, apples, raisins, and cottage cheese fillings from 
Prekmurje region, Slovenia).  
   
4.3 Comparison of the Translations of the Traditional Dishes from Serbian 
into Slovene and English 
During our analysis, we mentioned a few times the translation of Slovene dishes into the 
languages that belong to the same group as Slovene (Slavic languages). One of these 
languages is Serbian. In this part of our MA thesis, we are going to look into different 
solutions when: 
- Translating Slovene dishes into Serbian  
- Translating Serbian dishes into Slovene  
- Translating Serbian dishes into English 
- Translating English dishes into Slovene and Serbian. 
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 The first important fact to note is that there are no difficulties when translating the 
geographical/region name as a component part of many traditional dishes. The adjectives 
prekmurska, belokranjska, pohorska, štajerska, idrijski are unchanged when translated 
from Slovene into Serbian. The translators tend to translate gibanica the same as it is in 
Slovene, despite the fact that in Serbian the word gibanica refers mostly to a savoury dish, 
and people also use pita (pie) as a synonym for it. 
The dish međimurska gibanica, which is similar to Slovene prekmurska gibanica, is a 
popular Croatian delicacy. Žganci is likewise a dish that has many different names in 
Serbian and Croatian such as kačamak, pura, palenta, žganac, or cicvara. Here the 
translators would not find it difficult to come up with the appropriate equivalent.   
As we have already noticed, the Slovene dish called prleška tünka is hardly understandable 
even for someone living in Slovenia, and people living in the neighbouring countries can 
hardly understand the meaning without an explanation. Here we can add dishes such as 
matevž and bujta repa. The only helpful bit of information for the Serbian translator is that 
the word repa has the same meaning in both Slovene and Serbian languages. 
Žlikrofi is an authentic word of the traditional cuisine of Slovenia and the translators tend 
to transfer the name into Serbian and add an explanation for it. Blejska kremšnita is 
translated as bledska krempita. Hereby is achieved a suitable translation, even though the 
adjective form is adjusted to Serbian grammar rules. Most translators use an appropriate 
equivalent for kremšnita. 
We can conclude that translating Slovene dishes into Serbian presents no difficulty for the 
translators and that some dishes can be understood without translating them. The reason 
for this is that the Serbian and Slovene cultures are very close.  
The translations of the names for traditional Serbian dishes into Slovene is done in the 
same way. We can mostly find the equivalents for those dishes. Of course, there are 
certain dishes that do not have an equivalent word in Slovene, such as uštipak (fried 
dough). In Slovenia, some translators suggest miške or krofi as its equivalent, which is 
inadequate, considering the fact that uštipci is a salty variety of fritters. By contrast, the 
Slovene word odščipanci, while being similar in pronunciation, refers to a lump of dish 
meat, because of which it is rather a false friend.  
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The same problem for translators occurs when translating the dessert slatko (fruit or 
vegetables preserves in a sweet syrup) used as a greeting treat for a guest along with a 
glass of water. The translators opt to transfer the name in the target language, that is, to 
translate it by using two translation procedures: transfer and a descriptive equivalent.   
Proja (a kind of bread from corn flour) and podvarak (a dish from cabbage and meat) is 
also translated by the use of the couplet translation procedure (podvarak = pečeno kislo 
zelje z mesom; proja = jed pretežno iz koruzne moke, jajc, maščobe in sira; 
https://www.delo.si/polet/poletov-recept-nekaj-srbskega-domacega/), while prebranac 
and pljeskavica are naturalized in Slovene as prebranec and pleskavica. The other 
traditional drinks and food from Serbia like rakija and čvarci are the dishes that are readily 
rendered in Slovene as žganje and ocvirki.   
Dishes such as sarma, ćevapi, kajmak, musaka, đuveč, lepinja are the dishes that were 
originally imported from the Eastern cuisines into both Serbian and Slovene cuisines and 
are thus naturalized.  
In Serbia, almost everybody knows that bakin kolač or galete is the equivalent of Belgian 
waffle, for which Slovene, for example, uses vafelj, just as muffin, cupcake and cheesecake 
are translated into Serbian as mafin, kapkejk and čizkejk. Both the Serbian and Slovene 
languages have many English dishes naturalized or just transferred without any added 
explanation.  
When we looked at the previously mentioned English translations for the Serbian dishes 
of slatko, proja, uštipak, we noted that due to the differences between the two cultures 
there are many difficulties in translating them, just as in the case of the translation of 
Slovene dishes into English. The translators are mostly inclined to use transfer with 
descriptive equivalent translation procedures, whereas some also opt for finding an 
adequate equivalent, if it possible, i.e. if there is no referential gap involved. 
The last issue to be considered in this chapter is translating British dishes into Slovene. We 
have already discussed the names for cupcake, muffin, cheesecake, and the use of the 
translation procedure known as naturalization when translating these delicacies. We saw 
that translating scones is done by transfer and a descriptive equivalent. 
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Pudding is yet another example of the previously mentioned desserts the names of which 
have been naturalized; it is also a dish whose name is used in Slovene as a loanword. 
However, haggis (the Scottish dish) is another type of a pudding but a savoury one and 
the reader cannot guess it from the name. Thus, this old dish has to be translated in such 
a way that it is transferred and the translator also has to offer an explanation in Slovene.  
Bangers and mash dish refers to mashed potatoes and sausages, and for a foreigner it 
needs to be explained. The same is true of the dish named cobbler (a shortcrust pastry 
with fruit or beef filling). If we translate these dishes into Slovene literally, the meaning 
would be not only totally changed but also awkward (fireworks and mash, shoemaker).    
Toad-in-the-hole is a dish that has to be translated by using transfer and a functional 
equivalent, so that the reader can understand the meaning, as well as in order to preserve 
its originality. The translators have an easier task when translating dishes such as Beef 
Wellington and full English breakfast. Due to their popularity, their names have 
standardized translations in Slovene: pečenka Wellington and (popoln) angleški zajtrk.  
We can conclude that translating the names of British dishes into Slovene is demanding in 
the same manner as translating the names of traditional Slovene dishes into English. The 
translator has to be familiar with the kind of dish and its constituents in order to provide 
a suitable explanation or find an adequate equivalent. 
The purpose of this comparison was to show that it is easier to encode the names of the 
dishes into a foreign language with a closely related culture, than doing the same when 
the languages are different with very diverse cultures.  When it comes to the encoding 
process (that is, translating the names of dishes into a foreign language), it is certainly 
harder than the decoding process (that is, translating into the mother tongue). This is so 
because the translators are certainly more familiar with their own culture, tradition and 
history.  
For example, when encoding the word žlikrofi into English, the translator has to be familiar 
with this dish, i.e. to know the main ingredients necessary to make this treat. Then, the 
next step is to find out if there is a similar dish in English cuisine. If there is not, the 
translator’s job is to think of a dish that is the most similar to žlikrofi. This means that the 
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translator has to look for the appropriate translation equivalent (like dumplings or perhaps 
ravioli), or provide a proper explanatory equivalent (pasta with potato filling).   
Besides, when translating this cultural item, the translator has to keep in mind all the time 
the target audience, the context, and the purpose of translating. If the purpose in an 
informative one and the name of the dish is to be a part of the promotion of the cultural 
heritage of Slovenia, the translator has to be careful and leave the name of the dish intact. 
However, in such cases it is desired to add some more information about the dish for the 
readership. 
The same process is applied when the dish is a part of a selling campaign (for example, a 
part of an advertisement for a foreign market). For some other contexts, the translator 
has to decide on using other translation procedures (e.g. literary text).     
  
















      Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 
In our MA thesis, we have tried to give answers to the questions concerning the translation 
of the names of traditional authentic Slovene dishes into English, and the first two 
questions – viz. what kinds of translations are available to us and what are the proper 
English translations of the names of traditional Slovene cookery – have the same answer. 
For some dishes, there are in existence many translations due to their popularity (cottage 
cheese rolled dumplings, cheese rolls, rolls with cottage cheese and cheese pies for sirovi 
štruklji), and one other dish, kranjska klobasa, for the same reason has a standard set 
translation (Carniolan sausage).   
The offered translations that we found in many cases are adequate and correct. The 
translations that seem particularly suitable are suggested by the Slovene ethnologist Janez 
Bogataj (2007, 2013) and the educators Plut-Pregelj and Rogelj (2007); some can be found 
also in the books by Andrej Fric (2011) and Janez Frelih (2010). Since we are focusing on 
the encoding process here, it is important for the translators to have a great knowledge of 
the foreign culture of TL.   
How proper a translation is going to be depends on the context, the target audience, and 
the purpose of translating. When translating the names of the traditional Slovene dishes, 
every translator has to have in mind these factors. There are many ways and procedures 
of translating these names into English. Still, there are no specific rules that tell exactly 
which way is the best and assure the translators that they are producing the most 
acceptable translation.    
Besides that, we wondered why some traditional dishes, e.g. prleška tünka and matevž, 
do not have the English translations but are left in the source language the way they are. 
One of the two possible answers would be that there are no similar dishes lexicalized in 
the English language that would be recognized in the English culture, so it is hard for the 
translators to find a proper translation equivalent. Translators have less trouble when 
providing an explanatory equivalent for a traditional Slovene dish.   
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The other answer would be to preserve the identity of a certain dish. In the cases when 
the purpose of translating is promotion of a traditional dish, it is important to leave the 
name intact, so that the target audience can recognize the dish. Still, besides transfer used 
as a translation procedure the translators need to provide extra explanation, that is, to use 
an explanatory equivalent.  
The next question that we asked at the beginning of this thesis was about the solutions 
that the Slovene-English dictionaries have to offer. When analyzing these names, we have 
come to the following conclusion: internet translators and dictionaries do not always offer 
appropriate translations, and sometimes they do not provide any translations for the 
names of traditional Slovene dishes. For example, we cannot find a translation for bujta 
repa in Google Translate, while the same online translation engine recognizes the dishes 
that have set translations in English (kranjska klobasa) and provides translations for 
prekmurska gibanica (sweet dessert from Prekmurje), sirovi štruklji (cheese dumplings) and 
orehova potica (walnut cake). Still, when translating potica alone, it offers an incorrect 
translation, viz. encourages. 
By contrast, the Pons online translator provides some very good and appropriate 
translations in the form of explanatory equivalents, such as those for gibanica (layered 
pastry with poppy seeds, walnuts, apples, raisins, and cottage cheese filling), idrijski žlikrofi 
(potato žlikrofi Idrijan style - the potato filling is flavoured with cracklings, chives, onions 
and marjoram), and sirovi/ajdovi štruklji (cottage cheese/buckwheat struklji [ali rolled 
dumplings]). Still, it does not provide translations for some other traditional dishes 
(matevž, prleška tünka), and for some other dishes it offers partial translations (Blejska) 
kremšnita = cream cake, bujta repa = sour turnip.  
However, in the standard Slovene-English dictionaries that we used some of the names of 
traditional dishes (žlikrofi, for example) were only rarely provided with translations. In 
addition, some general dictionaries (like Sodobni priročni angleško-slovenski slovensko-
angleški slovar (2006) and Angleško-slovenski dvojezični slikovni slovar (2019)) do not 
include any translation for the names of these traditional dishes. We have to point out 
here, however, that the Pons standard bilingual dictionary does provide the translations 
for all of the searched traditional dishes. It is also very useful for a reader that this 
dictionary provides additional information about e.g. prekmurska gibanica.  
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The existing translations in the eleven examined standard dictionaries are similar to the 
translations that are suggested in the previously mentioned books by Bogataj, Frelih, and 
other authors. If we compare the results found in Pons šolski slovar Angleščina (2008) and 
Splošni slovensko-angleški slovar (2009), two dictionaries that provide translations for 
almost all of the relevant dishes, we can note that the Pons dictionary offers a far better 
translation for prekmurska gibanica, given that it incorporates a special entry for this 
traditional dish. At the same time, the translation (prekmurska sladica) gibanica provided 
by Splošni slovensko-angleški slovar is not very helpful for a foreigner, because even the 
explanation in the brackets is given in the source language.  
Further on, Angleško-slovenski slovensko-angleški slovar (1997) translates žganci by using 
the naturalization translation procedure, which makes it easier for a foreigner to become 
familiar with the pronunciation, but provides no explanation of its meaning, unlike Splošni 
angleško-slovenski in slovensko-angleški moderni slovar (2001). In this dictionary, the 
name žganci is translated by using both naturalization and a translation equivalent: 
Zhgantsi, mush  Ajdovi žganci buckwheat mush.  
When comparing the offered equivalents for štruklji, for example, in the dictionaries that 
were analyzed, we noticed the differences in the results (rolled dumplings, pie, savoury 
(boiled) rolled pastry). The last-named descriptive equivalent is provided by Priročni 
angleško-slovenski & slovensko-angleški slovar (2010), and it seems the most suitable 
explanation of the meaning of štruklji. However, it is again Pons šolski slovar Angleščina 
that offers the most thoroughly explained and the most appropriate explanatory 
equivalent: štruklji = struklji (boiled rolled dough dumplings with cottage cheese or walnut 
filling), sirovi/ajdovi ~i cottage cheese/buckwheat struklji (or rolled dumplings). 
Potica is the dish for which the existing translations in all previously mentioned 
dictionaries are very much the same. Besides, they are all acceptable, but the most 
suitable solution seems to be the explanatory equivalent of cake consisting of a sheet of 
pastry spread with a rich filling and rolled up orehova (rozinova) ~ nut roll (raisin roll) 




In the previous translation, we can see that, unlike orehova (rozinova) potica, potica alone 
has a fairly long explanatory equivalent. If we try to translate potica as roll, we would not 
get the exact meaning of it, because the translation equivalent roll is unclear and too 
general. By contrast, nut roll is an appropriate translation equivalent for orehova potica. 
Here, the adjectival part provides a crucial bit of information, specifying as it does a vital 
ingredient and thus removing the need for a lengthy explanatory equivalent. 
Here is the presentation of the results for prekmurska gibanica, štruklji, žganci and potica 
that we found in six out of eleven standard Slovene-English dictionaries: 
DICTIONARY THE (NON-) EXISTING 
TRANSLATION  
TRANSLATION PROCEDURE 




Prekmurska ~ the Prekmurje 
cake 
Transfer + translation 
equivalent 
PONS šolski slovar Angleščina 
(2008) 
a layered pastry with poppy 
seeds, walnuts, apples, 
raisins, and cottage cheese 
filling 
Descriptive equivalent 
Priročni angleško-slovenski & 
slovensko angleški slovar 
(2010) 
a Slovene layered pastry with 
some combination of dough, 
curd cheese, sour cream, 





(prekmurska sladica) gibanica Transfer 
Splošni angleško-slovenski in 
slovensko-angleški moderni 
slovar (2001) 
pastry filled with poppy seeds, 





No translation provided  




rolled dumplings Descriptive equivalent  
PONS šolski slovar Angleščina 
(2008) 
struklji (boiled rolled dough 
dumplings with cottage 
cheese or walnut filling), 
sirovi/ajdovi ~i cottage 
cheese/buckwheat struklji (or 
rolled dumplings) 
Naturalization + descriptive 
equivalent 
Priročni angleško-slovenski & 
slovensko angleški slovar 
(2010) 





No translation provided  
Splošni angleško-slovenski in 
slovensko-angleški moderni 
slovar (2001) 
rolled dumplings Descriptive equivalent 
Slovensko-angleški slovar 
(1994) 
pie, dumpling Translation equivalent 





PONS šolski slovar Angleščina 
(2008) 
žganci (a dish in Slovenia and 
Croatia cuisines made from 
polenta or buckwheat flour, 
water, cooking oil and salt); 
ajdovi ~i 
buckwheat žganci 
Transfer + descriptive 
equivalent 
Priročni angleško-slovenski & 
slovensko angleški slovar 
(2010) 





hard-boiled corn mush Descriptive equivalent 




ajdovi žganci buckwheat mush 




hard-boiled corn mush Descriptive equivalent 




potica, cake baked from raises 
dough with walnut, raisin, or 
other filling 
Transfer + descriptive 
equivalent 








Priročni angleško-slovenski & 
slovensko angleški slovar 
(2010) 
(wal)nut roll Translation equivalent 
Splošni slovensko-angleški 
slovar (2009) 
cake consisting of a sheet of 
pastry spread with a rich filling 
and rolled up  
orehova(rozinova) ~nut roll 
(raisin roll) 
Descriptive equivalent 
Splošni angleško-slovenski in 
slovensko-angleški moderni 
slovar (2001) 
potica, cake, baked from 
raised dough with walnuts, 
raisin or other filling  






cake consisting of a sheet 
of pastry spread with a rich 
filling and rolled up  
orehova (rozinova) ~nut roll 
(raisin roll)  
Descriptive equivalent 
 
Table 3. Dictionary treatment of prekmurska gibanica, štruklji, žganci and potica as found 
in six out of eleven standard English/Slovene dictionaries      
 
The results show that the translators are mostly inclined to use either of two procedures: 
a descriptive equivalent or couplet translation. When opting for the latter procedure, they 
combine either transfer and translation equivalent or naturalization and 
translation/descriptive equivalent translation procedures.  
It is important to point out that for the Slovene tourist offer to be promoted in the best 
possible way, some changes have to be made to the relevant entries in the standard 
bilingual dictionaries. That is, the names of the traditional Slovene dishes should be 
included and translated in the standard printed bilingual dictionaries as well as in online 
dictionaries.  
Besides, the names of the traditional Slovene dishes should be carefully and systematically 
encoded into English. A foreigner should be able to understand the meaning of the dish. 
The naturalization procedure is certainly welcome, but it needs to be accompanied by the 
proper descriptive equivalent. Likewise, if a certain dish does not exist in a foreign culture, 
it is also useful to denote its traditional role in Slovene history, i.e. to emphasize that it is 
a traditional Slovene dish.  
The web pages (I Feel Slovenia and Taste Slovenia) that focus on the area that promotes 
Slovene gastronomy and meets tourist needs offer proper translations and are certainly a 
great example of an attractive invitation for tourists to visit Slovenia. It seems as though 
translators have an easier task here when translating the names of traditional dishes. The 
number of words does not limit them and there is always space for an appealing picture 
of a dish.  
The translations of the names of the traditional Slovene dishes into English that we found 
on web pages, tourist brochures and menus are meant for all people speaking English, 
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even for those whose mother tongue is not English but use it as a means of communication 
when visiting Slovenia (the Chinese, Italians, and Russians, for example). A translator has 
to bear in mind that they come from different cultures that differ from the English culture. 
For that reason, it is perhaps better to use more general equivalents, e.g. to use pockets 
instead of ravioli or dumplings, when translating žlikrofi. 
When searching for the answer to our last question (whether Slovene restaurants have 
English translations on their menus), we randomly selected seven restaurants in Slovenia 
that have in their offer traditional Slovene dishes. We found out that these restaurants 
(Hiša Figovec, Šestica, Gostilna Sokol Ljubljana, Gostilna Maribor, Gostišče Draga, Güjžina, 
Kodila) all have translations for traditional dishes in English. However, these translations 
are very different. 
For instance, for prekmurska gibanica Gostilna Sokol Ljubljana has a rather obscure 
translation of home-made gibanica, because it does not provide any translation or 
explanatory equivalent for gibanica. By contrast, Hiša Figovec provides more information 
about its cultural importance, but, at the same time, except for implying that it is layered 
pastry, it does not give an explanatory equivalent regarding its ingredients (“Prekmurska 
gibanica” This Prekmurje layer pastry is a real specialty among desserts, a Slovenian 
national culinary delicacy and a symbol with secured traditional features. Kodila prepares 
ours). This restaurant provides this information in Slovene: ‘’Prekmurska gibanica je 
sestavljena iz 9 plasti testa in nadevov, jabolčnega, skutnega, makovega, orehovega in 
smetanovega ter maščobnega poliva’’.   
That is why the translation we found on the menu of the Güjžina restaurant seems to be 
a more acceptable solution: PREKMURSKA GIBANICA Traditional sweet dish from eastern 
Slovenia - dough for strudel with poppy seeds, walnuts, cottage cheese, apples. It keeps 
the name the same as in the source language, but simultaneously provides the information 
about its cultural value and gives a proper explanatory equivalent, which will certainly help 
a foreigner to understand its meaning.    
Translations differ as to the purpose of translating. If the name of the dish is part of a text 
with a theme that has little connection with cookery and is irrelevant to the understanding 
of the whole text, the explanation is not really necessary (e.g. During his stay in Ptuj, he 
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ate žganci for breakfast every day. The days were beautiful and sunny…). It is 
recommended that the name is left in Slovene and set in italics so that the reader would 
recognize it as the name of a foreign dish.  We can also translate it with a proper translation 
equivalent in English or add a short explanation at the end of the page in a footnote. 
For a fiction text type that is not concerned with providing information to the audience 
about the cultural heritage, the dish could be translated with a translation equivalent (e.g. 
During his stay in Ptuj, he ate buckwheat mush for breakfast every day. The days were 
beautiful and sunny…). However, in the contexts when it is important to inform the target 
audience about the cultural tradition, it is necessary to give an explanation that would not 
be too long and distracting, and which will ensure an appropriate transfer of the relevant 
meaning for the users.  
When translating the names of traditional Slovene dishes, translators in Slovenia are 
mostly inclined to use the couplet translation procedure. They tend to translate them by 
joining transfer and a functional or descriptive equivalent. This strategy is the best when 
we want a tourist to learn about Slovene culture, to recognize these traditional dishes and 
understand the meaning. Thus, in such cases the translator’s intention is to get a tourist 
familiar with cultural terms.  
If the names of traditional Slovene dishes are included in the offer of a restaurant or are 
part of tourist and gastronomy brochures issued in Slovenia, it is a good suggestion that 
the name is left in Slovene and that an explanation is added too. If it is relevant to the 
receiving audience, for example in a cookery book or an encyclopaedia with cooking 
themes, the explanation could contain the descriptions of what kind of dish it is that we 
are writing about, what the ingredients are, and how it is made, provided there is enough 
space for a longer explanation. If there is not enough space, the explanation should be 
concise and short. Sometimes, additional explanation is not needed if there is a picture 
besides the name of the dish. 
Tourism, cookery, and the English language are three concepts that are closely 
interconnected, and every day the importance of this interconnection is more obvious. 
That is why it is very significant, especially in the field of tourism, to provide appropriate 
translations of the names of traditional Slovene dishes into English.  
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We are concluding the MA thesis with a mini-glossary of suggested prototypical 












ajdovi žganci buckwheat mush buckwheat mush buckwheat žganci (a 
traditional Slovene 
dish, similar to 
mush) 
belokranjska pogača flat bread flat and round bread 
from Bela Krajina  
belokranjska pogača 
(a traditional flat and 




cream cake Bled cream cake blejska kremna 
rezina (a traditional 
Slovene cream 
dessert from Bled 
(town), Slovenia) 
bujta repa sour turnip dish sour turnip and pork 
hot pot 
bujta repa (a 
traditional Slovene 
hot pot from pork 
with pickled grated 
turnips) 
idrijski žlikrofi Idrija potato pockets ravioli with potato 
filling, from the Idrija 
region 
idrijski žlikrofi (pasta 





traditional dish from 
the Idrija region, 
Slovenia) 
kranjska klobasa Sausage pork spiced sausage Carniolan sausage 
(pork spiced 
sausage) 
Matevž mushed potato and 
beans 
beans and potato 
puree 
matevž (a traditional 
Slovene dish of 




orehova potica walnut roll cake walnut roll holiday 
cake 
walnut potica (a 
traditional cake 
consisting of a sheet 
of pastry spread with 
a rich filling – walnut, 
raisin or other- and 
rolled up) 
pohorska omleta pancake with 
cranberry filling 
sweet omelette with 
cranberry 
pohorska omleta 
(sponge cake with 
cranberry filling and 





the Prekmurje cake the Prekmurje 
layered cake with 
poppy seed, apple, 
walnut and cheese 
filling 
prekmurska gibanica 
(layered pastry with 
poppy seeds, 
walnuts, apples, 
raisins, and cottage 
cheese filling, 
traditional dessert 
from the Prekmurje 
region, Slovenia) 
prleška tünka pork meat dish meat from the lard 
barrel 
prleška tünka (meat 
from the lard barrel, 
a traditional dish 
from the Prlekija 
region, Slovenia) 
sirovi štruklji cheese rolled 
dumplings 
savoury (boiled) 
pastry roll with 
cottage cheese 
cheese štruklji (a 
traditional dish 
made of boiled rolled 
pastry filled with 
cheese) 
štajerska kisla juha sour cream soup sour pork soup from 
the Štajerska region 
štajerska kisla juha 
(a traditional soup 
with pigs’ knuckles 
and head, vegetables 
and sour cream from 
the Štajerska region, 
Slovenia) 
 
Table 4. Recommended translations for the names of thirteen traditional Slovene dishes when 




It is indicated in the first column that the prototypical text translations for thirteen traditional 
dishes are simple and concise. The translation procedures used here are a translation 
equivalent (e.g. sausage) and a short description of a dish, i.e. an explanatory equivalent (e.g. 
cheese rolled dumplings). Such translations can be used in the texts where the traditional part 
is irrelevant to the target audience. Thus the meaning of the dish can be easily understood. 
Another possibility for the translators is to retain the name the same as it is in the source 
language in order to achieve the effect of being closer to the original text. At the same time, 
they hope that the reader will grasp the meaning from the context.  
A similar process should be applied to the prototypical dictionary translation of these 
traditional dishes, with the exception that here a translator has a greater freedom to add more 
information about the dish in question. The translator should provide a suitable descriptive 
equivalent that contains the information about the origin of the dish, indicating its importance 
in traditional Slovene cuisine and for Slovene culture. The suggested translations in the second 
column ensure understanding of the meaning of the dish thanks to the use of an adequate 
explanatory equivalent.  
 In addition, for the prototypical menu or brochure translations a translator should use the 
couplet translation procedure combining transfer and descriptive equivalent translation 
procedures. If the name of the traditional dish is transferred to English, the target audience 
will recognize it as a culture-bound term, something that is unique to the culture of the source 
language. For the same reason, the name of the traditional dish should be italicized. By 
providing a description of the dish, the translators make sure that the target reader also 
understands the meaning of the dish.   
What seems a useful and sensible proposition is to keep the original name of a dish when 
translating from the SL (Slovene) into the TL (English), in the cases (e.g. promotion) when it is 
important to emphasize that it is a culture-bound term. In this way, we stress its significance 
for Slovene culture and at the same time specify that there is not an equal dish to be found in 
the TL culture. Besides, if the name of the dish is not well-known in the TL culture it is 
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Translate into English the following names of dishes:  
 
orehova potica _____________________________________________________________________ 
 




 idrijski žlikrofi______________________________________________________________________  
 





















1. Which translation is the most suitable for Kranjska klobasa out of seven suggested 
translations:  
 
1) Kranj sausage,  
2) sausage à la Kranj,  
3) Kranjska sausage, 
4) Sausage Kranj style,  
5) Carniolan sausage,  
6) Kransky, 
7) Kranjska klobasa (spiced pork sausage), 
 8) ___________________________________ 
 
 
2. If prekmurska gibanica appears as part of a text in a novel you are translating into English 
and is irrelevant to the readers’ understanding of the dish-related context, which of these 
translation options would you choose: 
  
1) Over-Mura moving cake,  
        2) Prekmurje cake,   
        3) Prekmurian layer(ed) cake,  
        4) Prekmurska gibanica  
*footnote: layered pastry with poppy seeds, walnuts, apples, raisins, and cottage cheese 
fillings from Prekmurje region, Slovenia, 
        5) a dessert, 
        6) ___________________.      
